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First, however, it is necessary to
have the streets put. ia good condiAN
tion. They must be leveled for drainage and the ruts removed. It Is this
that the Commercial club and its
the
good roads committee desires
city council to do. To oil the streets
ia their present condition would be
A
Winfield, Kan.,
practically useless.
Is a city that has oiled large numbers of Its streets with success. The
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 22. An unexpectedly
low estimate on the total wheat crop
of the world, turned the market today in an upward direction. The
lower to
up. May
opening was
100
to 100, the same
change from last night as the market
foltaken altogether. A rise to 100
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The close was firm with May
FIRST WITNESS IN PATTERSON
net higher at 100 at 101.
MURDER CASE SAYS HE GAVE
The fact that country offerings
were not especially heavy tended to
HER A PISTOL.
make corn firm. May opened unchanged to shade higher at 64
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Hog
products showed firmness
AGAINST
FERENCE DECIDES
owing to the run at western cities
STRIKE THEY WILL QUIT
DON'T WANT MEN WHO WOULD WHEN SENTENCED THEY INVAR. being less than a week ago.
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to
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Chicago,
FRIENDS ADMITTANCE
FORE THE JURY
$16.65 for pork; $9.50 for lard and
a strike of the shop employes of the
for ribs.
$8.67
Rock Island system, which was to
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 22. AttorDenver, Colo., Nov. 22. The first
London, Nov. 22. Unrepentant
Detroit, Nov. 22. Specials to the have been discussed yesterday, was
Lincoln Center, Kas., Nov. 22. The
in the trial of Mrs. Gertrude
S.
witness
to
of
chief
the
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counsel
number
Clarence
223,
Darrow,
ney
many
Detroit Journal from Ubly, Mich., scheduled to be takien
case closARCHIE EMMES HERE.
up today at a defense in the "tar party"
Gibson Patterson for the alleged mur
in the McNamara mur- whom apparently are still in their
for
the
defense
of
mornArchie
Emmes
Lawton, Okla.,
says:
postponed meeting. Although the in ed its direct testimony at the
care- 'teens, appeared at the Bow street po- came in
der of her husband, was placed on
"Two arrests quickly followed the ternatlonal officers are
tbo der trial, engineered today a
yesterday from Casas, N. M.,
opposed to a ing session of court today and
new
the stand today after Special Proseto
lice
a
were
station
and
sentenced
attempt
get
fully
planned
today
where
down
his
automobile
broke
at
coroner's verdict today that the death Rtrike, it was feared the
system fed- state then began to present evidence and more favorable ruling on the to fines or alternative terms of im- the
cutor
Horace G. Benson had outlined
Pecos river crossing and will reof Albert Sparling, 23 years old? last
eration committee and the rank and in rebuttal. All of the attorneys ex- elimination from the jury of men who prisonment varying from a fortnight
the state's case, and Attorney Hilton,
in
main
until
the
Las
Vegas
necessary
May, was due to arsenic poisoning. file of the workmen
had stated that he would tell the demight walk out pressed the opinion that all the tes do not believe in conviction in capi- to several months. The women invariparts can be supplied. This crossDr. Robert
A.
former anyway, should the conference decide timony would be in the jury's hands tal caBes on circumstantial evidence.
McGregor,
side of the story when the prefense
chose prison instead of a fine.
ably
on
to
one
is
of
which
the roads
ing,
on a
county coroner, was arrested
before night and that probably some The legal battle was considered unagainst a strike.
Counsel for the public prosecutor Vaughn, is known to be one of the sentation of evidence for Mrs. Patterwarrant, changing murder in connecOfficials of the shopmen went into of the closing arguments would have usual in that theoretically such a jur- said, in speaking to the charge, that
worst places in this section but is the son began.
tion with the death of Cyril Sparling, conference
The witness who was called upon to
or is favorable to the defendant.
he could not adequately describe the
early and it was said. been heard.
only bad place on the road.
20 years old, who died last August,
All of the defendants were on the
Darrow's attack, divided into two "disgraceful and discreditable scenes
give the first testimony was George
v,ere prepared to spend the entire
N
and Miss Marguerite Gibbs, a young
W. Strain, who gave his calling as
parts, was without avail. The court of organized disorder" of which the
day discussing the advisability of a stand at the morning session. A.
nurse who has lived in Port Huron, strike. The conference was held be Simms, who began his testimony yes- - reiterated its ruling that the challenge accused were guilty.
He describe
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for
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Prom the evidence it is certain the
rested on the charge that she knew
surrounding! his lending to Mrs. Patutes, and he was followed by John and it refused to compel the state to militant suffragettes acted ,on a comBY A MEXICAN MOB terson the pistol which, two da7"
more about Cyril Sparling's
death
Schmidt and Sherrill Clark In turn interrogate the witness on the sub- plete plan of campaign. . As soon as
exin
than her testimony at the inquest
later, she used with deadly effect on
All the defendants told the same ject before the defense began its
they were repulsed by the police,
her husband.
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in
Parliament
drawn
knowing
square, they
up
story. They
HOBO ROBS A TAILOR
The address of Attorney Benson out"It can't be law and it can't be jus- dispersed Into small groups, who POPULAR GATHERING PLACE OF
"Both were arrested after they had
plans to "tar" Miss Chamberlain and
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Miss Gibbs is said to have
hand in the assault or ever intending when it does not wish," argued
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 22. The for stances that threatened to jeopardise
row. "It in effect frves the state the hurled from Ihe middle of the throng
aroused the resentment of relatives
to have.
in the number of its chal but the police were unable to detect eign club at Chihuahua was stoned, her chances for success in the divorce
& HI LLBRAND PLACE
and friends of the Sparlings by re- ANDERSON
A touch of romance was introduced advantage
had brought, armed herself,
The state can't play with a the thrower.
by a mob Monday morning during action she
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celebration
of
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the
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This gave the militants more con
accustomed to pass
was called by the state in rebuttal.
of her professional services had endThe library she knew he was
"The court will not excuse the
Madero's revolution.
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in
reach
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and
inveigled him
walks,
in
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they
ed and refusing to let people see
He has been very friedly with Miss
morning
dewindow was broken by bricks, which
juror at the suggestion of the
isolated place and shot him in
an
to
Chamberlain during the last five or fense," said Judge Bordwell. "The of the governor's offices in White fell
Mrs. Carrie Boddy Sparling, mother
among several members of the the back, deliberately and premedf-tatedlAccused of breaking into the estab six weeks. In fact, he said he had court does not feel that the rights of Hall and on the surrounding streets, club
of the two dead boys and widow of
sitting in the room at the time.
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Branding the tarring
The defense in the McNamara mur- most of the arrests were made. At o the
largest in Mexico, is regarded
sieian, attended the father and Svo H. King was arrested this morning by berlain as barbaric, cowardly and der trial, today lost three legal points the National Liberal Club on the
most
Mexicans as the visible eviFIREMAN KILLED IN WRECK.
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brought brutal, a thing almost unbelievable out of a possible three in rapid sucsons above mentioned, as well as Chief of
Rock
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envied American comthe
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embankment,
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Texas, Nov. 22.
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Peter Sparling, the eldest son,
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here
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Island
today
supremacy
height.
Mr.
Anderson
noon.
When
opened McCanless this afternoon, in a ting- ferred because of opinions expressed
died in July 1910, said In an interbound
west
the
their
fast
nounced that
he found the
The club was full of members and portion of their country. During
view: 'While my pride is stung by up the shop this morning
ing address to the jury, demanded by talesmen were disallowed and a
rebellion against President Daiz last passenger train was wrecked near
and
investigarear
door
upon
open,
Talesflocked
to
the
was
These
it
friends.
directed
their
that
severest
the
third
against
a
that
penalty
warrant,
challenge
even the hint of
probably
winter the more violent of the par- Dallas this afternoon. The fireman
discovered an overcoat, a new
possible to inflict be meted out to man F. A. Brode because a member windows as the crowds approached
a court investigation is the best tion,
was Hilled and the engineer badly hurt
two
and
a
suit,
coat, three vests,
of his personal attorney's firm is do- (but were soon forced to retreat in tisans of the then existing regime,
her defamers.
thing."
turned over, but no passengers were
declared
of
them
most
officeholders,
other coats to be gone.
of
well
"
in
to
showers
avoid
the
case,
order
that
that a ing work for the state
"To think," he thundred,
and all coaches are reported to have
hotof
rear
was
in
the
club
a
shed
of
the
The door
aimed stones which crashed through repeatedly that the
crowd of men should attack a denfse-les- s also was disallowed.
killed, it was state.
wereH
who
Americans
arseditious
of
the shop had been forced open by a
more
led
the
of
windows.
the lower
Many
Whether it is the business
girl. Even a dog deserved betthe
and
stone
of
big plank and;a heavy
court to see that men opposed to con rests were made here and also along aiding and abetting the cause
ter treatment."
lock of the inner door had been brok
viction on circumstantial evidence in the Strand, where the telegraph office Francisco I. Madero for their own
en by the intruder in making his encases involving the death penalty, in was attacked as well as several ends. Enrique C. Creel, Jr., son of
trance to the place. Chief Coles was
the former Mexican minister of forcase the state omits to challenge on stores.
ROCKEFELLER
SAYS
notified and upon looking over the
this ground, was left for decision un
Some of the suffragettes rode on eign affairs, in a torrent of fevered
ground, found that the man had cut
til after Brode's examination.
and in motor cabs, from which language, resigned his membership,
FOICED HIM OUT Judge Walter Bordwell's ruling on horseslaunched
his hand in battering down the door.
stones when opportun- while others of his nationality noticethey
nearby.
Mood was on the ground
the challenges brought up to nin- ity offered.
Newspaper offices situ ably absented themselves from the
From this little clew he made the arthe number of sworn jurors and tales- ated more than a mile from the popular gathering place.
Fl
rest of King, whose hand showed a WITNESS BEFORE STEEL INVESTI- men accepted as to cause. Interest houses of
With the inauguration of the Masuffered in this
parliament
saloon.
IN CITIES WHERE IT HAS BEEN fresh wound, in the Antler's
GATION COMMITTEE MAKES
in the challenges centered around S. way. In some instances, the assail- dero administration, the club is again
STARTLING REVELATIONS.
TRIED IT HAS PROVED HIGHKing confessed that he had the
P. Olcott, a talesman who said he be- ants succeeded in escaping, but in an unwelcome sight in the eyes of MURDER IS SUSPECTED AND THE
clothes and when Chief Coles searched
LY SUCCESSFUL
CORONER IS PROBING AFFAIR
lieved James B. McNamara, the de- others they appeared to seef arrest. many Mexicans, but for another reahis apartment on the Mora, road all
NEAR TRINIDAD.
Washington, Nov. 22. With a bit- fendant, and his ,brother, John J. Mcof
even
Somerset House, where the public son. The peons, and
many
The Commercial club has started a of the missing articles were found. terness that lent emphasis to his ut- Namara, were guilty of blowing up records are kept, alBO was the object the
Mad
class,
despite
was out rather late terances and at times fairly beside the Los Angeles Times building and
22.
Nov.
Colorado,
Trinidad,
campaign agamst the dusty streets. King! says that he
of attack, but its distance from the dero's declarations to the contrary,
was
"three sheets in himself with pent-uand
Leonidas causing the death of Charles J.
last
circulars
night
of
death
the
surrounds
This work was done through
walls
Mystery
formidable
Diaz
and
its
sidewalks
of
overthrow
believed that the
Merritt told the Stanley Steel Trust
sent out by a member of the club's the wind," and doesn't remember
among others, for which James women when arraigned in court were would be succeeded by the expulsion the wife of Miguel Gurule, a ranchthe robbery. He found the c immittee today a personal narrative B. McNamara is now on trial.
To
good roads committee whdeh have committing
carrying grips with a change of cloth- of Americans, who hold practically man of Trinchera, a plaza thirtyin his room this morning. He of his dealings with Joh:i D. Koeke-ht)t- i, District
clothes
D.
Fredericks
same
John
on
the
of
five
southwest
others
miles
Trinidad,
followed
Attorney
been
by
ing, in anticipation of spending a per- all of the important railroad mining
does not deny that the robbery was
and how the latter hai' forced the talesman frankly said he did not iod in
evisubject treated from different stand- committed
jail. Several of them who had and commercial positions, and the whose dead body bearing every
that
He
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it
gays
this
by
of
eliminate
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business.
could
he
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whether
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the
of
know
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become
these
of
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last
of
the
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broken windows of a value exceeding
points. One
natives of
had been his intention to return tho
Mr. Merritt declared that it was impression of guilt from his mind and $50 were committed for trial at the filling of their places by
of
an
the
of
interested
investigation
subpect
persons
postals requested
articles this morning.
after he had turned down a proposi- give a verdict based alone on the London sessions. All of these, how- the country.
coroner and the county authorities.
in finding a method to rid the streets
to
come
not
This, of course, has
King asserts, however, that he re tion from Mr. Rockefeller, which he evidence. Judge Bordwell, the final ever, were allowed out on bail.
Indications point to a horrible mor
of the city of dust to write to their members
never having been contemplat
behind the characterized
down
pass,
could.
that
falling
he
as
decided
that
"stealing"
der committed some time Sunday or
use
authority,
A poster, circulated by Mrs. Pethlck
friends in the East regarding the
ed by Madero and his associates, but earlier and
tailor shop last night and this morn- Rockefeller called on him to pay a
A. J.
against
other
challenge
The
asto
women
Deputy Coroner B- - K.
on
The
the
Lawrence
following
of oil for this purpose.
calling
on the club comes as a
was stiff and sore. King
his
attack
the
Interest
leg
was
of
also
ing
particular
his
Stevens
and
about
Mur-pheand
loan
brought
Sipe
Deputy District Attorney
$1,000,000
semble in their thousands and "see
i the reply received by E. G.
Bordclimax to months of muttered threats Chacon are
is the tramp who wag accused of
it
in
Judge
disallowing
because
beMerfrom
today at Trinchera inves
Mr.
fair
and
protect wpmen
downfall. The proposition,
play
in answer to a letter:
stealing the gun and coat from the
well upset in effect the contention of ing, brutally victimized by the police and occasional violence such as that tigating the case. Information conDr.
Rev.
"Received your note about oiling
came
through the
party of ytourists in Wagon Mound ritt said,
the defense that reading the Times is, in uniform and plain clothes, as they feared at Torreon, from which city cerning the affair has been extreme
roads and want to tell you on the two weeks ago, but denies having any- Gates, Mr. Rockefeller's almoner.
in a case in which the Times is inter- were on Black Friday, 1910, when, as many Americans have fled, believing- ly difficult to obtain but the theory
first jump it is a fine thing. All of thing to do with the affair. A numthemselves to be in danger of then- is that the woman was brutally beat
"I listened in amazement to it," ested, first hand information as to a result of ill
usage one woman died
the towns around here are oiled. Our ber of other petty robberies have been
not
and
labor
on
union
attitude
Beveral
meant
that
its
and many were seriously injured," lives from the thousands of striking en to death probably by her hus
oil costs us $2.40 per 100 gallons reported to the police, but King de- said Merritt. "It
in the meaning or was
The latter are said to be held band, Miguel, or by another woman:
report
a
newspaper
com
of
out
the
would
thrown
men
be
produced in court. Counsel for peons.
plus the freight and was 40 per cent nies being responsible for any of
had
this
If
code.
check
in
point
only by the presence of a who lived in the house of Miguel
the
penal
condemned
pany and their stock taken. I turned been conceded it would have followeo the government warmly
asphalt. We bought 6,400 gallons, these.
force.
federal
Gurule and Who is stated to hare
large
and
as
a
this
unworthy
disgraceful
and it thoroughly oiled 10 blocks 60
King was at one time on the de- to Gates and said: 'Mr. Gates, you that any talesman who, from reading effusion.
been his mother, or a woman with
feet wide. They put it on in August tective force in Canada and also with came from John D. Rockefeller. Go the Times, acquired a belief that a
whom he had been living.
Loyal Troops Victors
and we expect to give it another coat the force in Pittsburg. He was in the back to
Mexico City, Nov. 22. Adherents
Rockefeller and tel, feud existed between that paper and
Attention was first attracted to
ijQhn
DANCE WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
next spring. We had some knockers employ or tne sania f e ai me ume ui
result of which
a
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labor
federal
and
troops
1
General
of
the
organized
Reyes
I
possible crime on Sunday aftera
when
for
steal
him that
living
The B'Nal BTUth lodge will give a
when we started to talk about oil- the big strike but went out with the
Times building was blown up, dance next
Nicolas in Que noon. There had been two funerals
the
San
olashed
at
have
for
will
steal for myself.'"
Wednesday evening
King
ing, but they are all converted now. rest of the railroad employes.
would be debarred from the jury.
its members and their families and retaro state, according to news dis at the plaza and after the dead bad
At one time during the remarkable
It is a fine thing. Oil used at a recently recovered from an attack of
friends. The dance will be given in patches received today. Three hun- been laid awn. Miguel Gurule ree
pleurisy and is frail looking. Owing recital of his dealings with Mr. Rockequantity of onethird and one-hal-f
COTTON
NEW YORK
the Fraternal .Brotherhood hall. The dred men under Candido Procel were ported that his wif was dead.
in
witingallons per square yard costing three to the fact that the grand jury is
to
encounter
the
went
an
between
of the Pe;i"e
feller,
New York, Nov. 22. Cotton spot entertainment committee of the lodge routed by 300 loyal soldiers of the
session the preliminary hearing was
to four cents per square yard.
W. Murray, counsel dosed dull and unchanged; middling has arranged to make the dance a Fifth regiment from San Isldro. A vestigate and found the dead woman
ness
and
George
afthis
late
Cities in Kansas, an immediate brought before that body
40 others were
and plead- for the Standard Oil magnate, was uplands 9.45; middling gulf 9 70. No moBt enjoyable! affair and a large few rebels were killed,
neighbor of New Mexico, have used ternoon. He was indicted
(Continued on Page "our)
wounded and many made prisoners.
Is expected.
crowd
sales.
averted.
narrowly
oil on the streets with good results ed guilty.
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fore the door. Inside the railing were
scores of lawyers and law students.
One of the court stenographers'
tables was pressed into service for
the use of newspaper reporters, but
another long table had to be pushed
against it, and even this did not accommodate all the scribes. Others
low windows;
sat in the wide-slllesome on the floor; using their knees
for writing desks.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

22,

1911

truth is known the public takes care
of the res. The great strength of)

j

If

ON FACE

CAUSED GREAT

DISFIGMEN T

OUR

the Federated Fraternities can easily be understood from the fact that
he president of the association rep-resents an organization that on the
first of January, 1911, had less than
500 members with total cash assets
of about $240,000."

THANKSGIVING SALE

1

Chicago a Railroad Center
The
importance of Chicago as a
COURT
IN
ONE WOMAN
ONLY
center was epitomized by W.
Just the "Uncle"
ROOM AND NONE OF THE
Brought Marvelous Results. In railway
A.
chairman of the Railway
Garrett,
The troubles which attend getting
Few Weeks Cured Completely.
LAWYERS WORE BEARDS
General
association, who
Managers'
court
Into
rich quick have brought
has 30 railthat
mentioned
Chicago
in Chicago by the price paid for a
"I wis troubled with acne for three long
Chicago, Nov. 22. One woman a loan of $100,000 by a Florida land years. My lHoe was the only part affected, way termini; 30 railway presidents;
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but it caused great disfigurement,
16 railway vice presidents who are
only was in the United States circuit
which the federal governsuffering and loss ol sleep.
company
when
Kohlsaat
At first there appeared red,
court room of Judge
managers; 12 railway
transportation
ment now has under investigation.
hard pimples wblch later
man
the drama of habeas corpus for the The loan was made when it was needcontained white matter. I vice presidents who are traffic
suffered a great deal caused
12 general managers; 17 pur
Chicago meat, packers was enacted. ed most
agers;
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by the Assets
by the itching. I was in a
She was a court reporter come o restate of perplexity when chasing agents. Chicago is controlling
exacted
is
it
which,
alleged,
company
lieve a man taking in shorthand Ihe
walking the streets or anypoint for 85,000 miles of railway lines,
notes for $115,000 for the $100,000
where before the public.
938,000 cars and 23,400 locomotives
arguments of the array of opposing
other
used
ajHt
plus
"I
loan, the notes bearing 6 per cent
remedies but they failed
2,375 miles of track within city.
and
attorneys, which is said to be the
the
enabled
I thought of giving
interest The proceeds
greatest array ever seen in any case land company to refund to an accu- up when nothing would help,
but something
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
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EVER HAS HEADACHE
Occaslonaly he said a few short sen- plan and now is reported to be in hodge-podgmince pie politics,"
tences. Most of the time he leaned the western provinces studying the She declared: "In order to grab all
A 10 Cent Box Will Keep Your Liver
his head agaist the back of the high needs of the settlers in their new the jobs in sight, every cog in orStomach and Bowels Clean, Pure
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Mr.
homes.
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at
the celling.
chair and gazed
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ganized politics is whizzing, and shall
and Fresh for Months.
casionally he tapped the nose quickly, liarity with life in the last west we leave the little girls of the inseverof
gently, as if punctuating an illumin- through an experience
dustrial school to these , politicians?
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziating thought. The large court room al years as a farmer there, but it is Shall we give them over to men who ness, coated tongue, foul taste and
was crowded. Men were ranged along understood that he will go over the are elected for all kinds of reasons
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pid liver, delayed fermenting food in
ance? Have you read the report of the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
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against the girl? Are they protected the system is
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For Three Long Years. Suffered Great
Deal. Cuticura Soap and Ointment
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Women's Suits and Dresses at Special Prices
$12.50
$17.50
$23.50
$28.50
$39.50

and $13.50 Tailored Suits for
to $21.00 Tailored Suits for
to $28.00 Tailored Suits for
to $35.00 Tailored Suits for
to $42.5 r Tailored Suits for

$45.00
$32.50
$17.50
$27.50
$17.50

$10.00
14.00
18.00

22.00
29.00

Any Man's Suit

Women'sSeparate
Skirts

plain

Including
serges

and

fancy

Including

mixtures,

worth from $18.00 to

OFF

H

12.50

style models in a large variety
of styles and colors

for

$25.00

'the newest and best

dis-anc- e

ONE-FOURT-

21.00

Millinery

and

fancy

19-5-

13.50

Women's

in the House

In all the latest and most popular styles and materials, all desirable colors and fancy mixtures.

$34.00

$65.00 Evening Dresses for
to $35.00 Evening Dresses for
to $20.00 Silk Dresses for
to $35.00 Silk Dresses for
to $19.50 Velvet Dresses for

to

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

$9.85

ROSENWALD

VICTOR

BLOCK

TALKING

PLAZA

MACHINES

7862

ESTABLISHED

.12--

10-1-

13-2-

13-1-

15-2-

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

17-2-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

21-2- 8.

2--
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There is Only One

It

"Bromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine

THE NEAL TREATMENT
ALCOHOLISM

10-ce-

The Only Cure

High-o-me-

The Original Neal

NEAL INSTITUTE

Cure

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

NOTICE

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
In the District Court.
Gregorio Gutierrez, Plaintiff
vs.

ty formerly belonging to Mrs. T. Ro- as the greatest football
player of the
mero.
age.
May be established against the adEd Robinson, coach of the Brown
verse claim of all of the said defend- eleven, favors Yale and believes that
ants, and each and every one of them the Elis will beat Harvard in the

No. 7353 and

The Board of Trustees of the
Town of Las Vegas, the
Unknown successors
of
Marcus
Brunswick, Assignee of the Estate of T.
Romero, brother and son,
and of T. Romero and Son,
and all Unknown clalm-antt- s
of interests in the
premises, adverse to plaintiff, (said premises
being
the land and real estate
described in the complaint
herein), Defendants.
You, the above named defendants,
and each of you, are hereby notified
that a suit to quiet title has been
commenced against you in the District court In and for the County of
San Miguel in the Territory of New
Mexico, in the Fourth Judicial District thereof, by the plaintiff, Gregorio Gutierrez, wherein the said plaintiff prays that his estate, in and to
the following described land and
real estate, situate, lying and being
in the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel county, New Mexico, and bounded as follows:
On the west by South Pacific
street, on the north by property formerly belonging to Dionlclo Gonzales, on the east by property formerly
of J .Rosenwald and by property of
Brown and Manzanares company, and
on the south by an alley and proper

estopped from having any claim, interest, right or title to the said land,
or any part thereof adverse to the
plaintiff, and that plaintift'si
title
thereto be forever quieted and set at
rest, and for such other and further
relief as to the Court may seem meet
and proper in the premises.
That unless you enter, or cause to
be entered, your appearance in said
suit, on or before the 13th day of
January, A. D. 1912, decree Pro
therein will berendered against
Hunker and Hunker, whose
you.
postofflce address is Las Vegas, New
Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff.
Dated this 20th day of November,
Con-fess- o

A. D. 1911.

(Seal)

WILLIAM B. STAPP.
Clerk.

44444 4 44444444
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big

that they be barred and forever game.

FOOTBALL

The freak "goal" at Princeton not
only cost Dartmouth
defeat, but
Dartmouth supporters a big bunch of
coin as well.

444444444444
4

WITH

THE BOXERS

4
4
4

44444 4 4444444

Mike Gibbons, the western welterweight, and Willie Lewis will clash
in New York in the near future.
Young Saylor wants another bout
with Joe Mandot and has offered Joe
$1,500 for his end if the bout takes
place in Indianapolis.

The Mineral Hill road being built

4 by convicts under the direction of

NOTfc8

44444 4444444

Good Roads Engineer W. R.
Smythe,

is rapidly nearing completion and according to the statement made by Mr.
On the 11th day of the 11th month, Smythe this morning will be complet1911, the Dickinson college
eleven ed within the next ten days or two
weeks.
won by a score of 11 to 0.
Up to the present time the Yale
second team has made a much better
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
showing than Harvard's second-strinYour druggist will refund money if
men.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any
Since the Harvard-Carlisl- e
game case of Itching, Blind,
or
Bleeding
Jimmy Thorpe, of Carlisle, is hailed Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

4

g
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recently purchased the publication, Where but in New York could I have and it Is thus probable that the numand her royalties from books are very accomplished this in a decade? Where ber of boots and shoes of American
large. During the winter she occupies but in New York's papers would I type and thus American in the sense
a somewhat austere and distinctly lit- have fqund advertisements of work of form and method of manufacture
erary looking apartment in town, but that led to Opportunity spelled with a sold in foreign countries is very much
spring, summer and fall she spends capital 'OT
greater than that Indicated by the
more of her time in a rambling; old
A message to girls and women from mere figures of exportation. In acthouse near Redding, Conn., on a farm one of their sex who, because of her ual exports of boots and shoes manuwhich she is redeeming from the neg- approaching marriage, prefers to re- factured in the United States, the tolect of years. Among her neighbors main nameless:
tal for the year which ends with
are many literary people, who have
"I studied art In a
city next month will, as above indicated,
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE FAIR bought up practically all the land in and tried to utilize my gift illustrat- aggregate more than twelve million
that section.
SEX FLOCK THERE FROM ALL
ing the advertisements of local mer- pairs, including in this figure those
The newest woman power in the chants. Perhaps they were suspicious of India rubber and those sent to our
PARTS OF COUNTRY.
editorial world is Miss Gertrude of the artistic output rtf a h nm p own noncontiguous territory.
Where do they go? Everywhere, apWhat is .New York's real lure for Battles Lane, managing editor of the trained girl. I knocked in vain at
Woman's Home Companion whose pro-- 1 their doors. Almost to a man they parently, that man wears boots and
out of town women?
.,
.. .1 i . n
fpHfiinnnl Matr,.-,nMMAmn - anu ,(... . 1.
.1, Buggesuuns
I.UUU1LU41uiowi j 4a a. uhci
shoes; Japan, Korea, Slam, the Dutch
oiu inn, liic.v bcuuicuj mi
Why do hundreds of them wind up
of
tion
the
statement
that opportunity and illustrations from New York. That East Indies, Egypt, Portuguese Africa.
a fortnight or more of sightseeing
...
.
1.
X
..tH ,,l 11.
,r
1 v.iiiMwith a grim determination to some lures ambitious women to New York acucu
nit? neiKian Kongo, A sialic
iu icw iuik auu :.i"f) 1,1. .1
Miss
was
who
Lane,
born in Saco, secured a position at $12.50 a week (Russia, Aden, German Oceania, British
day return o New York for good and
Me., started her career as a business drawing initials and tailpieces for an Guiana, Ecuador, Salvador, Costa
all?
woman in the offices of a Boston in- advertising concern whose specialty Rica. Roumania.
Why do so many good teachers who
Turkey in Asia,
come here for the purpose of attend- surance company, where she did sten was booklets. Next I seized an oppor- - China, British South Africa, Para-tunit- y
to work for a firm which got guay, the Straits Settlements. Snanish
ing the vacation summer' schools re- ography. But from the very start
she had literary ambitions, and when out illustrated catalogues for a suit Africa, Bulgaria, Honduras, the Dutch
main to enter other lines of work?
the opportunity arose she exchanged and cloak house. My tealary was West Indies, Haiti, Santo
Why do thousands of girls turn
Domingo,
insurance
iwlicies for encyclopedias. raised to $15 a week. .1 changed po- Servia and the Azores and Madeira
their backs on comfortable homes, on
In her new position she devoted her sitions and employers whenever I islands, to say
good positions, on the pleasant social
nothing of the larger
life of a smaller city to gamble their self at first to typing letters, but grad- feel that an office held no bigger op- importers of our boots and shoes-C- uba,
Mexico, England, Canada, Ger
education, energy, personally, the ually she worked into the various pro- portunities for me. After .ten years
cesses of editing and revising the of upward climbing I found
myself a ma no and Prance.
very best years of their earning casilent nartner and hnrrt wnrlror in;
All these and many other interest-i- n
pacity in the metropolis, which, for a copy
When she had cone as fur no. sh nrofitahle aerencv. I nm
m an s facts about the exportation of
time at least, must hold for them
the gray environment of boarding could in this office she turned her face Income varying from $5,000 to $6,000 a boots and shoes and numerous other
houses, hard work at small wases, and toward Xew York, where she felt that year to marry. Anv trirl with original articles of American manufacture are
she could do real, vital things. She Ideas and a trusty drawing pen can to be found in that
an extremely limited acquaintance?
interesting volume
cut
her Boston salary ,in
to take find the same onnortunltips in New oi' the bureau of statistics, department
Surely it is not the lure of glitter- a
position as household editor on the York if she is willing to 'show' the of commerce and labor, entitled "Coming shops. These newcomers have no
time for bargain hunting. Nor do Woman's Home Comnaninn in ion? New York emnlnvpr what aho ran rtr. merce and Navigation of the United
She served In thig capacity under two
at small wages." New York Times, States.'' which may be had on applithey yield to the spell of the playcation to that bureau. It shows boots
house. They cannot spare the money editors, and in 1910, when a va- and shoes exported from the United
to buy tickets. Nor do their hear the cancy arose, she was made managing
States to no less than 85 countries and
call of the brilliantly Illuminated res- editor of one of the most important
colonies of the world and that the valtaurants and hotels. Such few invita- publications for women in the country
One of her recent triumnhs w.m tn
ue of boots and shors exported, which
tions as they receive include simpler
had never reached as much as a miland less expensive (forms of amuse- obtain a signed article from President
lion dollars per annum prior to 1896,
ment. Bohemia possesses no attrac- laft, who, in defiance Of nreopHent
now exceeds $12,000,000 per annum
tion for them. Its life would retard and an unwritten law obeyed bv nil
of his predecessors,
and will in the current year amount
expressed himself
their progress.
in writing on subjects of national in- to about fifteen million dollars In
No; to them the superficial glitter
value, including those sent to the non
of metropolitan life, which fades when terest during his tenure of office.
Miss Lane, who orobablv eninv..
contiguous territory of the United
the electric surrent is turned off, has
States; and if to this we add the
no charms. The sort of girl who the distinction of being the youngest REMARKABLE
GROWTH HAS BEEN value of
india rubber boots and shoes
comes to New York to stay is drawn as well as the newest of the big woATTAINED BY AMERICAN
men editors, lives in a
we should have a total of
studio
exported,
quaint
more
substantial than
hy something
MANUFACTORIES.
about seventeen million dollars for
Its irridescent surface life, by some- apartment near Washington Square,
and
boots and shoes of all kinds
thing which she has glimpsed in Its montspends part of each year on a Verpassing
The American shoe manufacturer is out
farm, which she has purchased
of continental United States in the
far background, something which
his
in
sales
all
of
with
extending
the
some
of
parts
the glittering returns
year, which ends with next month.
shines out steadily, compelling!- - to to
a woman brave enough to sacrifw world. In the. fiscal year 1880 we exThe United Kingrom is the chief
the vision of the modern woman
a big Boston salary for a small
ported less than 400,000 pairs of boots rival of the United States
Na,
in supand shoes; in 1890, 600,000 pairs; in
York one, plus opportunity.
boots and shoes to the world.
plying
These women were not lured by
Another Boston girl who has re- 1900, over three million nairs- tn inns Her exports of boots and shoes are
the shop, the theater, and the gay
been appointed to a moHt Ho. over five million pairs; in 1910, over still greater both in total number of
cently
restaurant of New York, but by Its
seven million pairs, and in the calen-la- r
sirable
editorship, but who modestly
pairs and total value than those of
financial opportunities, which, after
year which ends with next month the United
insists
States, but the growth in
all, open the doors leading In to the til she upon remaining incognito un- the number will exceed
eight million her case is far less rapid than that of
has done "something worth
other three. Perhaps the real secret
pairs, to say nothing of the one mil- this country. The number of
exof their contentment and New York's while," offers this brief account nr lion
pairs going to Porto Rico and Ha- ported from the United Statespairs
her
climb
for
upward
the
benefit
of
in 1895
successful business and professional
waii.
These
relate to boots was 985,196, and in 1910,
7,810,903;
women are an amazingly contented ambitious girls whose vision is turned and shoes of figures
while if to this the number of
on New York:
leather;
from the
pairs
exported
body is the realization that in some
we
add
those of indla rubber, we get United
I was helping to comDile an
in 1895 was 8,095,-440- ;
Kingdom
measure they are quickening the
nim.
an additional three
bringing
and in 1910, 13,029,656; the perworld's pulse and have become a pow-e- r nac in Springfield, Mass., on a salary the total number of million,
American
made centage of gain in the case of the
oi
a
$18
I
week when suddenly real- boots and
in the liveB of others.
shoes pasisng out of
Take, for instance, Dr. S. Josephine ized that for years to come, perhaps continental United States in 1911 up United Kingdom being 61 per cent,
and In the case of the United States,
for
all
time,
would
Springfield
Baker, chief of division of child hypay me to an average of a million pairs per
no more. I studied
proofreading bv month, against about a half million nearly 710 per cent. The value of
giene, department of health, city of
leather boots and shoes exported from
New York. Here is a woman who has correspondence, and then armed with
per annum 20 years ago.
the United States, however, is more
Blade sood in New York along new this and my limited Springfield exThis increase, it should be rememidentical with that of like exI
came
to
perience
the
lines which would hardly open up in
big city and bered, has come in the face of a large nearly
ports from the United Kingdom, havobtained
a
as
beneral
position
in
world.
the
And
other
her
utility
any
city
manufactury in foreign countries of ing been in the calendar year 1910
large salary and comfortable private worker with a firm publishing text boots and shoes called "American"
$13,216,237, against $14,744,969 for the
sink into insignificance books, at a salary of $14 a week.
earnings
manufactured by foreign workmen United
Kingdom, the average price
I
when compared to the magnitude of
"Today have my opportunity, after and of foreign material but upon
per pair of those exported from the
the work she is doing for New York's ten years of preparation. Every posi- American patterns and
following United States having been $1.69,
tion ,1 have held was secured
future.
through American methods of manufacture. It against $1.13 for those
exported from
But perhaps literature, more man advertisements in the daily papers. is a well known fact that large quanthe United Kingdom.
amy other profession, offers at present Every change I made was to gain tities of shoes sold in various parts
in New York the most brilliant of op- more knowledge, even if at less sal if l, .1 ,...1 ,1 .miJah U Al
,1 ,
The Virginia league is split .vide
Since that city has be- iry. Today my earnines nermlt HIP icnn" nre in fQPt nmrln in T?nrrtnoi .1
portunities.
come the nation's publishing center, to maintain a comfortable little home countries upon patterns and forms open. Three clubs stand for the reelection of C. R. Williams, cf Roanparticularly t9T magazines, the wo- in the highest priced city in the coun- and methods of manufacture devel- oke, for
president, and the same numman possesst d of real editorial in- try, to help my parents and to pro- oped In the great manufacturing
ber of clubs are holding out tor W.
stinct almost invariably lands. The vide an education for a favorite niece.
lishments of the United States; M.
Bradley, of Richmond.
day when the woman editor was limited in her scope or supervision to
problems of dress, home, food and tho
babies, but particularly dress, ((has
long since passed. Not only does she
influence feminine thought on questions of grave national and social interest through the columns of the typical woman's magazine, but she is
now a recognized power in the editorial room of the general or national
magazine.
Miss Ida Tarbell is one of the most
brilliant examples; one who has made
accomplish big ends.
opportunity
Years before New York had heard her
name, before the Standard Oil company and Mr. Rockefeller were subj
jecied to the limelight of pitiless investigation, Miss Tarbell turned to
New York as the means of accomplishing her ends, the exposure of
what she felt to be a great wrong done
the oil producers of the section in
which she was born, Brie county,
After serving a conPennsylvania.
scientious apprenticeship on the
she joined the editorial staff
of McClure's Magazine and found her
opportunity. As a staff writer on this
publication she gave to the world her
famous "History of the Standard Oil
Company." Other historical writing
she has done also, notably her history
of Lincoln, hut It was her position
as an editor on a magazine published
in the all powerful money center of
the nation which brought her tin reORDER THROUGH
alization of her ambitions.
Miss Tarbell is considered ore of
the wealthiest of women editor. She
Is associate editor of the American
tie.118 w.
M.
avk..
in the
Magazine, a stockholder
Crowell Publishing company, which
3D
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MILLION SHOES
ARE EXPORTED

The Central association magnates
have voted down a proposition to in
crease the salary limit
"Chief" Bender of the
Athletics,
took part in 31 games last season,
making 11 put outs and 58 assists
without an error.

Friends and neighbors of

Christmas

Catcher

"Chief Meyers presented him with
a loving cup when he returned to his
home in Riverside, Calif.

Hereafter the sale and distribu
tion of all tickets for world's series
baseball games will be in charge of
the National commission.

Is Coming

The Now York Giants are playine:
in Florida this week and will arrive
In Havana November 25.
Several
games will be played.
With a new president, a new man
ager and a now ball park the Boston
Red Sox should be able to show Hub
fans lots of class next season.
Pacific Coast league fans predict
"Buddy" Ryan, the Portland
player who goes to Cleveland, will
make a bigger sensation than "Ping"
Bodie did last season.

that

Nothing glow about the Chinese
fans, As ron as their baseball sea
son waa over they framed up a war
in ori! r to have a little excitement
durii?
he winter months.

We have a suggestoin

for those who would
give

handsome and

appropriate gifts
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WOMAN

CURED
By Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound
Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was
almost a constant sufferer from female
trouble in all its
forms ;
dreadful
shootiner pains all
over my body, sick
headache, spinal
weakness, dizziness.
and
depression,
everything that was
horrid. I tried many
doctors in different
parts of the United
States, but Lydia E.
I'inkham s vegetable Compound has
uone more ror me than all the doctors.
I feel it my duty to tell you these
facts. My hOart is full of gratitude to
you for my cure." Mrs. Harriet E.
wampl:,!;, 524 S. Kansom Street,
Ottunnva, Iowa.

Consider Tiiis Advice.
No woman tliould submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death,
until she has given Lydi:t E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compouncl a fair trial.
This famous medicine, made only
from roots and herbs, has for thirty
years proved to be the most valuable
tonic and invigorator of the female
organism. Women residing in almost
every city and town in the United
Btates bear willing testimony to the
wonderful virtue of Lydia E. Pink-ham'- s
Vegetable Compound.

Mrs. Pinkliara, at Lynn, Mass.,
invites all sick women to write
her for advice. Her advice is free,
confidential and always helpful.
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ON TRIAL

MITCHELL

During the past six months. the New
Mexico Bureau of Immigration has
used thousands of return postal cards
both In the correspondence of the bu
reau and in supplying these cards to

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

22,

MAN

1011

BODY

IS MUTILATED

LIBERAL WITH

OF WOMAN IS

PRAISE

FOUND

WHO IS ACCUSED OF ROBBING LE DUC TAILOR SHOP
PLEADS NOT GUILTY

MAN

individuals
and
business bouses
throughout the state, who are using
them in their correspondence. The re-turn post card used by the bureau Is
addressed on the front to the New
Mexico Bureau of Immigration, Albuquerque. On the back it has space
for five names and addresses with a
brief request that persons receiving
the card return it to the bureau with
the names and addresses of persons
desiring information about New Mexico. In this way the bureau has been
placed in touch with thousands of people who never would have been
reached by New Mexico advertising
otherwise. Quite a number of these
people have actually come to New
Mexico', located here and made investments In the state. The postal
cards have paid for themselves a
thousand times over. Not only have
they brought direct results but
have started an endless chain of advertising which is constantly bringing
in new lists of people to the bureau.
it takes but an instant to insert one
of these cards in your mail going out
of the state. The result may be that
this small effort on your part will
bring new people and new money into
the state. Get the return post card
habit. The bureau of immig(ration will
furnish any number of these cards desired and will see that you are kept
supplied. Every one of these cards
you use in your correspondence means
one more blow in behalf of Oreater

Mra H. E. Rutherford of Albuquer
fects of that beating. Miguel and the
An
is here for a rtott with her
que,
Trinidad.
and will be brought to
woman suspected have been arrested daughter, Mrs. F. M. Lyon.
Inquest will be held at Trinchera
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Kearney and
Mra Murray Carleton drove in from
tourthis morning in the Kearney
of
Watrous
a
and
party
J. T. Cravens
ists from London passed through Las touring car.
Vegas this afternoon on Pullman private car Columbia on their way to
Joseph De Graftenreid is here from
the Pacific coast They are making his home in the lower Pecos country,
the trip from London to Tokio, Jan-a- and will be in las Vegas several days
by the way of the United State3. during which time he will be ths
guest of George H. Kinkel.
of the
General Superintendent
Western Division of the Santa Fe
A. M. Hammond left last night for
J. M. Kurn, passed through Las Veuver from which place he will go
gas this afternoon in his private car to Washington. Mr. Hammond, who
on train No. 1 bound for Albuquer
has made his headquarters In Las
qus.
Vegas for several years, will locate
In the northwest
Subscribe for The Optic.
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on
of Frank Le Due
Bridge
Entered at the Postofflce at East
lying on the floor of the Gurule
PAIGN; REGRETS DEFEAT.
James Mitchell was on trial today in
transmisfor
Vegi-i.house. He immediately became sus
New
Mexico,
,
Las
the district court for San Miguel
sion through the United States Mails
How the result of the recent elec- picious and refused
permission to
county. Ben Wyant, who was indict tion In New Mexico is regarded by bury the corpse.
matter.
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the same
upon
ed with Mitchell
He found that the dead woman had
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property of Mr. Le Due and oth- just as the party in Illinois is affected, went to Trinchera to investigate. He
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ers the property of his customers, to some extent. Mr. Waite Intimates returned this morning but went back
taken.
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strongly that the republican ticket in with Deputy District Attorney Chacon.
It is learned that a woman said to
GROWER.
Sheriff Romero and Deputy Sheriff this state could have been victorious
$2.00
One Year
Enrique Sena made an Investigation had all the members of the party re- be the paramour of Miguel is impli1.00
He also hands The cated in the mysterious affair. This
of the premises. They found lying mained loyal.
Six Months
eviOptic an appreciated bouquet. Mr. woman and the deceased are known
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two ago and afterward Miguel Gurule
tions), g
Woodstock, la., Nov. 20, 1911.
per, upon which was written an adis said to have administered a brutal
Remit by draft, check or money
dress on Railroad avenue. The off- The Optic Publishing Company.
order. If sent otherwise we will not
East las Vegas, N. M.
beating to his wife, who was in a
icers went to this address. They disOF
be responsible for loss.
Gentlemen. Yours ot Tov. 14th, delicate condition. It is presumed
covered it to be the home of Mrs.
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Lucinda Johnson, a colored woman. relative to my subscription to The the woman died Sunday from the ef- The missing garments were found as Optic to June 15, 1912 is received and
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degree
just
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every border community in which
Springer. Mrs. Johnson, who was there now that you liave become a and sold as a cure for this trouble,
two races lived side by side and each on the A. C. L checked the sagging in court, with her son, was also given state and can pass laws in the aid of
not always the STOMACH
STOMACH
and not only its efficacy, but the
What you fear Is stomach trouble" Is often due to other organs, andtendency and gave a brief stimulus a lecture by the judge, who granted its development.
ought to hold its own.
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remedies have done you no good.
contain
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fact that it
parIt has been fate, that wherever the in prices.
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St. Louis, Nov. 22. Wool siteady.
and
have been alFo historic examples fect produced by the decided pressure hood. If the lad ever returns to New
right down into the circulation,
and Mexico while under age he will be Territory and western mediums 17
removes every trace of the destructive
where the other race held on with against Lehigh Valley, Reading
which reacted over
20; fine mediums 1601l fine 1115. virus.
It heals all sores, stops falling
wonderful tenacity. In eastern Penn- Northern Pacific,
obliged to go to the reform school.
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this
morning charging
still a distinct nationality with his
grand jury
cian of very high standing in Europe.
Home Treatment
A spoonful la water after meals has cured the most baffling and distressing cases of dyspepsia.
New York, Nov. 22.Call money every symptom.
own language that has withstood ag- about a point and the Copper group Juan Herrera with burglary. Herrera
book and any medical advice free.
Ask any Druggist.
Trading is accused of entering the home of
lost considerable ground.
Mexican
prime paper
tores.
gression for 150 years, but today he
S. S. S. is sold at
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the French have held on almost as
NEW YORK METAL
Copper moved up of wearing apparel. When arraigned
Amalgamated
22. Copper 12.50
New
long as in Quebec, but there too, the
Nov.
York,
reho ; 'leaded net guilty. Herrera was
Anglo-Saxohas become the domlin.' again and touched 63. The
12.80; tin 43.6943.75; lead 4.35
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mainder
of
highmarket,
though
ant factor and English is now the
employed for a short time after com4.40.
er, showed little feature.
ing here in the office of El Indepen-dientgeneral language.
Elsewhere, GerIn the
generprices
as a compositor. He says his
Frechman and
man, Scandinavian,
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
to the best figures home is in old Mexico. Judge Robother races have had their own colo- ally were well up
22. Iead
firm
St. Louis,
Nov.
of the morning for stocks that show- erts
as
H.
Hunker
appointed George
nies, their own settlements; children
firm
$6.60.
spelter
The
metal
group counsel for defense, Herrera having
and children's children held religious- ed any activity.
was in marked demand, with unusual- no
money with which to employ a
ly to faith, language and customs,
Anacondo. Atlanin
ONE MILLION DOLLARS FOR A
dealings
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large
lawyer.
but some morning, be it in 50, or in
to 137. The
GOOD STOMACH
John Haskley, against whom an ina hundred, in two hundred years, the tic Coast Line soared
close was steady. The last sales dictment charging him with forgery
people awake and find themselves an were as follows:
Amalgamated Cop- was returned this morning, was ar- This Offer Should be a Warning to
English-speakintypically American
G4; American Beet Sugar; 118;
per
raigned and entered a plea of guilty.
Every Man and Woman
community, with nothing to indicate Atchison
Great Northern A few weeks ago Haskley purchased
106;
The newspapers and medical jour-al- s
that they ever were anything else.
New
York Central 107; an overcoat from M. Greenberger,
recently have had much to say
This will be New Mexico's future. 127;
Pacific 119:
Northern
Reading giving in payment a check for $25 relative to a famous millionaire's ofNot matter how much it may be reSouthern Pacific 118; Union drawn upon the foreman of the Santa fer of a million dollars for a new
the Spanish-America- 151:
gretted, or, resisted,
Pacific
174; United States Steel 63; Fe bridge construction
gang upon stomach.
will before many more deSteel preferred 109. which Haskley had been employed.
States
United
The superior qualities of our Linens have won us a magnificent patronage. As an inwas
This great
Encades, become English-speakina forgery. too busy to worry about the condito
be
was
found
check
The
a
of
that great
glish thinking,
part
JUDGES' GRADING.
ducement, we quote the following prices and feel satisfied they will justify our expectations.
Haskley informed the court that he tion of his tomach. He allowed his
American race, differentiated
from
The following are 'the marks on was intoxicated when he passed the
dyspepsia to run from bad to worse
others of that race by no outward
composition and delivery giv- cheek and would not have committed until in the end it became incurable.
mark or inward thought. The prob- thought,
en the contestants in the seventh orasuch a crime had he been sober.
His misfortune serves as a warning
lem for New Mexico is to make that torical contest held
Saturday night at
In all, seven true hills had been to others.
transition as just, as peacefully, as Santa Fe:
returned by the grand jury from the
Every one who suffers with dyspep
79c
harmoniously, as possible. The des
.
$1.00 Pure Linen per yard .
High School.
85c Pure Linen per yard
of its organization until noon to sia for a few years will give every
time
.
.
69c
cendants of the Conquistadores, the
Rank 1 Miss Hazel Sparks, 14.
e
bills were return- thing he owns for a new stomach.
day. Two
".
same as the descendants of the Celts, Rank 2 Maple Neafus, 19.
Linen
.
Pure
89c
$1.25
per yard
ed. One of these followed an InvesDyspepsia is commonly caused by
Hermans, Hebrews and other races
Rank 3 Thomas Truder, 20.
D.
75c Pure Linen per yard
J.
of
the
.
an abnormal state of the gastric
charges against
.
tigation
63c
.
who have gathered in New Mexico.
$1.19
$1.50 Pure Linen per yard
Rank 4 Lloyd Franzen, 24.
of seduc- juices, or by lack of tone in the walls
accused
was
who
McMayer,
have equal rights, must have equal
Rank 5 Mildred McMahon, 26.
About three months ago
tion.
of the stomach. The result Is that
.
$1.75 Pure Linen per yard
$1.39
Rank 6 Chesley Thomason, 26.
protection and equal opportunities.
pure Linen per yard
eloped with Petra Cobley, a the stomach loses its power to digcsi
It is not a question of wiping out a Rank 7 Ruth Fleener, 39.
in
the
who resided
woman
food.
young
Linen
.
Pure
$2.00
$1.49
per yard
race, or of subduing a race, but of
College Section,
The
town of Las Vegas.
couple
We are now able to supply certain
Rank 1 Coburn Cook, 11.
jglving it an equal share in govern1-were caught in Albuquerque through missing elements to help to restore
.
$2.25 Pure Linen per yard
$1.79
5
Rank 2 Miss Aurora Lucero, 14.
in blessings,
ment, in advantages,
of the railway officers in to the gastric juices their digestive
efforts
the
3
16.
Rank
Clarence
race
more
and
is
Thomas,
while the
becoming
this city, who notified the Duke City power, and to aid in making the
Rank 4 Miguel A. Otero, Jr., 19.
more a part of the same unit that
officers to be on the watch for Mc- stomach strong and well.
is known and respected the world
McMayer
Mayer and Miss Cobley.
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia
i- -4
over under the comprehensive cognoA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
not Tablets are a most dependable remhis
in
since
arrest,
Jail
been
has
That stops coughs quickly and cures
men of "American."
to offer bond. edy for disordered
stomachs, indiMiss Aurora Lucero, in her prize- - colds is Foley's Honey and Tar Com- having sufficient money
Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jeffer- It is said the evidence in the case gestion, and dyspepsia.
pound.
winning essay, outlines the path of son St., So. Omaha, Neb., says: "I was not sufficient to warrant
bringWe want you to try them and will
B
plain duty. She understands her peo can recommend Foley's Honey and
McMayer to trial. He was releas- return your money if you are not
ing
sure
cure
for
a
as
Tar
and
and
Compound
desires
and
their
hopes
ple
and colds. It cured my daugh- - ed immediately after the return of more than satisfied with the resul.-she points out to them that there is coughs
e
er of a bad cold and my neighbor, the
bill.
Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents, and
only one path to follow, and that is Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her
e
was also reported $1.00. Remember, you can obtain
bill
A
the path of education. They must whole family with Foley's Honey and In the case of Paul Wlcar, who was
Rexall Remedies in this community
continue to fit themselves to wrestle Tar Coirponnd. Everyone in our
speaks highly of It."
only at our store The Rexall Store.
with every problem of the day and to neighborhood
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
E. G. Murphey.
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Table Linens and Napkins
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72 inch

64 inch

no-tru-

Napkins at
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OFF ALL SUITS, COATS AND DRESSES
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no-tru-

Store of Quality"
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The Prescriptlonist

ON

Jelly Roll Recipe

TRIAL

PERSONALS

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription
filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WEDNESDAY,

Only Two Eggs Required
ON BURGLARY CHARGE By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking- School Magazine
Robert Spiers arrived last night
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very
from Raton on a business trip to Las
popular on account of the way it keeps
( Continued from Page Four).
fresh. With proper handling it should
Vegas.
keep fresh a whole week, providing it
John A. Johnson arrived last night
with asaault
WIcar was isn't eaten up in the meantime, for it is
from his home in Albuquerque and charged
every bit as good as it looks.
33
construcwas in Las Vegas today on business. employed upon the sewer
He was engaged in a
tion gang.
J. Colllnsworth arrived last night
from his home in Chapelle and was in fight with some young native boys
Las Vegas today purchasing supplies. while escorting a young woman home
Mrs. F. H. Durr was in Las Vegas from a picture show some time ago
One of the natives was hurt in the
pesterday from her home in Lamy to
flight and preferred charges against
make some purchases.
Frank Vigil, formerly collector of Wirar.
The work of the November term is
Mora county, came in last night troui
K C Jelly Roll
his home in Raton on business.
being transacted with great rapidlt?
One cuf sifted flour; scant half tea-- ,
M. Rudolph, a prominent ranchman The cases on the criminal docket are spoonful salt; g level teafpoovfnls K C
from Mora (County, drove in irom his disposed of practically up to date bo Baliig Povider; grated find of 1
lemon; egg beaten light ; 1 cup sugar ;
s
home yesterday afternoon on business. Mist the persons indicted under
K cup hot milk; glu:i of jelly; powE. F. D. Charm, of Deming, came
are
and
dered sugar.
placarraigned
charges
i
in last night from his home in the ed upon trial practically as soon ns
Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
southern part of the state on busilemon
he true bills are reported. The court
rind, then the flour, sifted three
ness.
will be able to order an adjournment times with the salt and baking powder;
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a but-- I
Captain W. B. Brunton, of Shoe- some time Saturday, it is believed. tered
dripping pan; turn out on a damp
maker, arrived from his home last This will be Judge Roberts' last
cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread
towas
in
and
Las Vegas
night
here as judge of the Fourth with jelly and turn over and over into
roll while still warm. Dredge the top
day on business.
as David J. Leahy ol awith
district
judicial
powdered sugar.
F. L. Myers, superintendent of the this
city, the newly elected judge,
Hot milk used in the jelly roll en-- I
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
will take over his new duties
nbles it to be rolled without danger of
went to Raton yesterday evening on
I.
cracking. Have the milk scalding hot.
late train No. 10 on official business.
t,1so be careful to have the eggs and
L. 11. Shepherd, traveling passenger
ugar beaten together until very light
SLAUGHTER
FEDERALS
REBELS
::;id creamy. Bake in a moderate oven.
agent for the Chicago & Alton railSan Francisco, Nov. 22. The ChinK C
Roll is illustrated on page
road, with headquarters in Denver, ese rebels
engaged outposts of the nirty-tw- Jellyof the new and
was in Las Vegas last night on busi
handsomely
K C Cook's Book,
Nanking defenders at the village of illustrated
ness.
which
secured
near the besieged ctty,
fres by sending
may be
Will Rosenthal of the Rosenthal jFoo Shee,
the certificate packed in every
with a can
of K C Baking Powder to the
Furniture company, who has been in driving the imperials back
Tucumcari visiting a branch of the loss of several hundred killed and Jaqubs Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
firm at that place, will return to Las wounded, according to a Shang Hai
dispatch today to' the Chinese Free
Vegas tomorrow.
For coughing, dryness and uckliug
S.
Luis
Sena, a car inspector em- Press here.
in the throat, hoarseness
and all
ployed in the local Santa Fe yard3,
coughs and coldr,. take Foley's Honey
a
iven
slight
misunderstanding
and Mrs. Sena, left this afternoon for
and Tar Compound.
O. G. Schaefer
ma make a big difference.
a several weeks' pleasure trip to
and Red Cross Drug Co.
southern California.
Ike Bacharach went on a sheep buy
ing trip this morning into the country
east of Las Vegas. He is making the
trip in hiB touring carand Douglas
lloskins of the Whalen garage went
along as driver.
W. P. Van Houten, a prominent
ranchman and sheep owner of Shoemaker, arrived last night from his
If You
This Mark On Your Hosiery Today
ranch on business. He returned home
this afternoon on train No. 10.
Buy six pairs of Holeproof Hosiery now and you won't have any darning
for half a year no necessity of wearing darned hose no wasted time
Mrs. J. Aber, sister of Charles Ros
in looking for whole hose-n- o hosiery trouble whatever. Try it for six months.
enthal, passed through Las Vegas yesFAMOUS
terday afternoon on her way from her
home in Oakland, Cal., to the East.
She was met at the train by a numFOR MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN
ber of fi iends and relatives.
The genuine bears the trade-mar- k
and the signature of Carl Freschl. 38 years of ex-
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a real

22,

111

FIVE

mm STOP I

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORE
AND GET A BOX OF

NEVIN'S PURITY GAUDY

CHAMPLEVE ENAMEL

BROOCHES AND BELT PINS
VERY ARTISTIC

at

t

WINTERS

DRUG

Phone Main

CO.

;

j

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

Jan-uam-

The Woodill & Hulse

Electrical Company

I

64-pa-

Third and Main Streets
Los Angeles, Cal.

are prepared to furnish you
with

your Electrical Supplies at cut prices.
Write us and let us quote
you.
REAPING

From

BENEFIT

the Experience of East
Vegas People.

o

LSS

No

Darning
Fqr Six Months

Commencing Wednesday, November
are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonier in thin
big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
for Spot Cash Only. t ' $7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
$8.75 for
solid Oak $11 dresser.
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.
And so on right through the line of
dressers and chiffoniers

T5he

Rosenthal

Opi!c , te Y.
If we

M GAME

M,

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

Try an Ad. In The Optic's
"Want Columns"

s

A

AL

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
Boss Patent"

of High Patent Flour

TY,

CHAS. LEWIS

.NSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Nov. 22. Cattle, receipts 8,000, including 400 southerns.
Market slow, steady. Native steers
$2.258.75; southern steers $4.00
6.00; southern cows and heifers $3.00
4.25; native cows and heifers $2.75
g6.75; stockers and feeders $3.75
5.50; bulls $3.404.75; calves $4.00
7.00; western steers $4.O06.75;
western cows $3.605.00.
Hogs, receipts 17,000. Market steaBulk of sales
dy to 5 cents lower.
heavy
$8.506.40;
$6.356.45;
packers and butchers
$6.206.40;
lights $5.756.20; pigs $4.255.25.
Sheep, reecipts 6,000. Market weak
Muttons $2.753.50; lambs $4.00
5.35; range wethers and yearlings
$3.004.50; range ewes $2.003.50.

WILL BE

The Leading Brands

AV

ON J

-

n

TAUPERT

C. A.

Hoffman and Graubarth

CORKER

ERS

J.

Say It's So, It's So.

Holeproof Hosiery

TURKEY

ROBERT

15th, we

We are fortunate indeed to be able
to profit by the experience of our
neighbors. The public, utterances of
East Las Vegas residents on the following subject will interest '.nd ben
efit thousands of our readers. Read
this statement. No better proof can
"I do nor. neneve there Is any other
medicine so good for whooping cough
be had.
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
Mrs. Anna. Pearce, 905 Tildeu Aye.,
writes Mrs. Francis Turpln, Junction
"I
ISast Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
City, Ore. This remedy Is also unsurpassed for colds and croup. For
have nothing to withdraw from the
sale by all druggists.
go into every pair.
perience
in
I
statement
January
gave
public
See the wide assortment today. Six pairs cost $1.50 to $3.00 according to finish.
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
For Sale by
Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both In men and
I was troubled for about a year by
women, mean kidney trouble. Do not
,
disordered kidneys, the most annoy
allow it to progress beyond ths reach
SOLE AGENTS
wealfca
of medicine but stop It promptly with
kidney
ing symptom being
Foley Kidney Pills. They regulate
A
ness. Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
the action of the urinary organs.
at the Center Block Pharmacy, corTonic in action, quick In results. O.
few
a
had
I
have
trouble.
O. Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
rected my
slight recurrences of the difficulty but
$100 Reward, $100.
at such times I have taken Doan s
The readers of this paper will be
never
have
and
Pills
they
Kidney
pleased to learn that there is at
failed to have a beneficial effect."
least one dreaded disease that sci
AND "HAS-NORMALS
THE
BOTH
ence has been able to cure In all its
For sale by all dealers. Prise ."0
BEENS" ARE PRACTICING IN
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Poster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
cents.
PREPARATION.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Mew York, sole agents for the United
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disStates.
The hardest kind of practice is be
ease, requires a constitutional treatRemember the name -- Doan's and
ment.
in by both the Normal team
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
put
ing
lake no other.
internally, acting directly upon the
and the town team which will meet it
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysand the game i
Unfortunately an honest man is too on Thanksgiving day
tem, thereby destroying the foundaof
to
the
decide
is
championship
that
tion of the disease, and giving the paoften an easy mark.
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
Greater Las Vegas likely will be one
tient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing
of the hottest contests ever witnessed
by
its work. The proprietors have so
in this city. Captain and Coach Clark
much faith in its curative powers
of the town team has added a number
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
of recruits to his crew which he
tor any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
thinks will augument greatly his
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tochances of getting revenge for the
ledo, O.
Mexico's
New
earlier
the
administered
defeat
during
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conpart of the season by the school boys.
stipation.
Roy Selinger, at one time one of the
Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
fastest football players in the Meadow
brands--Eve- n
our Competitors
City, is again in Las Vegas and is out
for an end position on the "Hasbeen"
team. John Webb has returned home
and is the latest find of Captain Clark.
Capital Paid in
Webb will play center for the
!
"
Aside from this the
will line up the same as in
the previous game with the Nonnal-ites- .
Clark called his team out for
first practice several days ago and
since then has been putting it through
President
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,Vice
President
signal practice for a number of trick
PRANK SPRINGER,
in
the
his
sleeve,
plays that he has up
armory hall each evening.
As a result of the severe drubbing
received at the hands of the Albuquerque team a number of changes have
been made in the line up of the Nor-ma- l
team, whlah should strengthen it
has been
McCullough
materially.
shifted from center to the back field
and Hayward has been put In his
Smart tailored gowns for the
place. Gallegcwirl be out of the
Winter Season.
game, owing to the injury received in
Simple frocks for all occasions
s.
the game with the University, and D.
grown-upas
S
for little ones as well
fife
Hoskins, the quarter back, is playing
Novel transfer designs that may be
Is
Hoskins
playend in his place. L.
used in making dainty Xmas gifts.
quarter.
ing
ALL IN THE
Bentley will be out of the city on
SHEET
BUTTERICK FASHION
Thanksgiving! day and Koogler will be
shifted from the back field to the end
FOR DECEMBER
STERILIZING OVENS
position. McCullough has developed
Get a FREE copy when you an ability to drop kick and will be
"
yUit our Pattern Department.
used in the game with the
Twitchell, who has joined the
numcoaching staff of the team, has a
ber of plays which the Normal team
PHONE No, H2
T. A. AKERS. Mgr
will use on the "Hasbeens"
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Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-
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Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING
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Want
fiabit

M.

Some habits one should want to break and
are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
all bad habits

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Pbone Wain 2

Cherries Ilfeid Company
Largest Wholesalers

"Has-beens"Has-beens-

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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Surplus
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How Do You Like Your Milk?

22.-- !th

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

o
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D. T. HOSKINS. Cashier
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Interest Paid oi VJme Oeposits
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The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
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A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by

rieal

the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other,
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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After many years of tribulation, the
Paia family, or tribe, of the Mission
Indians has been
by the
provided
United States
government with
homes In soutCalitornia.
hern
where the government pledges itthat
self
they
shall remain undisturbed. The allotments in sev
eralty have Just been completed, the
Indians have both Irirgated lands lor
Ery farming; they have a village with
pouses and barns and fences, and they
fere happy and contented in their new
location.
Around these Pala Indians more
Khan any other tribe, perhaps, have
komantlc Interest and historic associations woven a web of sentiment and
human sympathy. Readers of "Ramo-Sa,- "
Helen Hunt Jackson's romance of
the early days after the Grlngoes
came, have shed many a tear over the
beautiful maiden whose heritage from
the handsome Scotch trader and the
ndian mother was one of sorrow and
tfsfortune, and over the mad passion
nd tragic death of the Indian,
Pablo
of Temecula, "son of
isals, captain of the shearing band,"
rhoee mpn were "the best shearers In
the country."
Mrs. Jackson's novel painted with
fervor the charms of the
tqual won from Mexico and the un- lappy lot of the Indians, who, aespue
ttelr weaknesses, possessed many aa- airable qualities and who survived
rongs, cruelties and mlstortunes
rhich were almost too grievous lor
endurance. It was due to Mrs. Jack- jaon's sympathetic pen that the public becan, aroused to the Injustice
(Buffered by 'he Indians, and citizens'
su3soctatio;. were formed to aid them.
One of the serious difficulties under
which the Indians labored was the
lack of title to their homes, which
iwere Included in the public lands and
o were subject to "location" by white
inen; or else were owned by others
Kwho could dispossess the Indians at
any time they might choose. This was
the case with the Pala Indians, long
Vnown aa the Warner's ranch Indians.
v torn Mrs. Jackson visited in 1873 as
with Abbot Kinney.
report on thetr condition to the
ivernment.
Mready the condition of
ii
Pala Indl.ms. even then threat
ijed with dlspe: "esslon by the own
of the propei ry, bad attracted wide
It
rest. Their love for their homes,
vWiich had been tlo-irfor generations.
was pathetic, and rhe expected order
move on" was not acompanied by
,ny Intimation as to where they might
e permitted to go and remain secure
om a similar on'er at any time
me one might covet their abiding
Ales-andr-

TRAMPS

BA6

PAPER

COOKERY

VEGETABLES
MANNER

THIS
COOKED
ARE DELICIOUS.
IN

,

o

baked tuber.
Kohlrabi when cooked in this way
does not give forth its cabbage-likodor as when boiled, but it is not ime

proved in flavor.
If the summer cottag does not furnish a stove with good broiling facilities, and a porterhouse steak is
wanted for dinner, try baking It in a
paper cooking bag In the oven. The
Juices of the meat will be retained
and form a delicious gravy, which
will not soak through the paper as
Apple Butter Stirrer.
if it is placed upon
a long pole or lath as shown in the might be supposed
grid shelf, where the hot air of the
cut. The shaft is held in place by a aoven
can circulate under it as well
strip of board through which It passes. as over It. It makes a very nice
end
a
at
each
mouth
The board has
as the
which fits around the kettle handle. change from broiling, too,
oc
is
flavor
different.
For
ordinary
At one mouth Is an Iron slide with a
casions, however, many people will
setscrew to hold the board in place.
In spite of
C. R. Bashore, in National Stockman prefer the broiled steak.
the fact that some of the Juices are
and Farmer.
M. Soyer allows
lost in the fire.

t

s

RECIPE

FOR SWEET PICKLES

Southern Method of Preparing This
Most Appetizing of All
Relishes.

lace.

After the cucumbers have been in
The report rendered by Mrs. Jack- hours, slice them
and Abbot Kinney to the interior brine for twenty-fou- r
Sjn
inch thick. Soak the salt
and now to be found by
anyone Interested In the miscellaneous out, changing the water frequently.
Ipapers on file In tho Indian office, is When perfectly fresh again, weigh out
pounds of fruit, add
lan interesting human document, not two and one-haof
one
broken Into bits,
ounce
alum
flavor
of
and
its
becaiiK';
literary
only
cover with cold water and boil half
tie Inform a ion it conveys about the hour.
Remove from the fire and drop
Indians, but also because it gives
abundant evidence of painstaking into cold water again. Return to the
and conscientious investigation. It kettle with one ounce of white ginger,
.peems apparent from the report that cover with cold water and holl half
'(these Indians are the same ones Mrs. an hour. Then make a syrup of three
Jackson had in mind when she wrote and
pounds of sugar, one
"Ramona." In the report she refers to and
quarts of vinegar,
of a pint of water, one
n young Indian called Alessandro, who
well might have been the original ounce of stick cinnamon,
ounce
character of the same name whose ounce of mace and
Put the cucumbers into
Jove for Ramona is portrayed so pa of cloves.
thetically In the novel. In the official this and holl on a slow fire until the
report, referring to land rights and syrup thickens. This seems tedious,
titles, Alessandro is introduced as a but It Is well worth the trouble.
Housekeeper.
jirotid husbandman.
What the official reports by authorized agents of the government show
Homemade Corn Beef.
about the treatment of this people
a brine of three quarts of
Make
men
blush
with
white
the
make
should
f
one
cup of coarse salt,
water,
downa
of
tell
hame. These reports
cup brown sugar and saltpeter
trodden and mistreated race who, in
the main, suffered with fortitude not size of a hazelnut. Boll all togetherof
unmixed with pagan stoicism the ills and let cool. Select the piece
which they had not earned as well as meat you prefer, put It into a crock,
those which may Justly have been and turn the brine over. Let stand
meted out to them by fate. They were about six days with a weight on to
driven hither and thither, oppressed, keep under the water, when It is
Imprisoned, even killed, and they had ready for use. Cover with cold water
no redress, for the word of an Indian and cook over a slow fire. You will
was not regarded as evidence in a think It is the best you ever ate.
teourt of law. But it may prove of some
mall comfort to know that the worst
Broiled Mutton Chops.
against California Indians
(crimes
Nourishing and appetizing In the extwere comimtted while they were still
Is a tender, well broiled muttreme
the wards of Mexico, although that ton chop. It Is best prepared by re(Country meant well by them and moving all skin and most of the fat.
covet-(oufeprobably could not help it that
When broiled, season with salt and a
agents d polled their charges.
little pepper or, if allowable, one finebeen
have
there
in a few in. fauces
sliced tomato from which the seeds
ly
blight Insurrections among them and have been removed and which is seain
but
of retaliations,
jthreatenlngs
Jthe main their history has been one soned with salt or a little vinegar and
lot almost incredible long suffering sugar.
kind patience under wrongs.
Pineapple Help.
An Old Bureau Revived.
and cut out eyes of ripe pinePare
I
The old bureau of railroads, which apples, strip all pulp from core with
ras established in the interior depart- - silver fork. To a pint of this add a
nent in the early '80's for the purpose pound of granulated sugar. Stir connf lookine after the earnings of rail
stantly until sugar is dissolved. Put
roads that received financial assist- into fruit jars. This will keep a long
ance from the government, has been time.
by Secretary Fisher. About
QB railroads are affected by the order
Sweet Potato Croquettes.
rThe government Is entitled to live per
mashed sweet potatoes of good
Four
tnese
of
net
of
the
earnings
Icent,
season
lightly with pepper, salt,
size;
be
submitted
to
iroads. and the reports
what butter and chopped parsley; beat well;
rwill enable It to ascertain
roll Into balls, egg and bread crumb
amount is due
them; fry In boiling lard.
one-quart-

lf

i

one-quart-

one-quart-

three-quarte-

one-quart-

one-quart-

one-hal-

s
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Girls who have had little experience
in outdoor life often do some foolish
things when they begin to try this Combines the Advantages of Baking
form of enjoyment One way in which
and Boiling Delights of New
many of them interfere with their own
Method Are Many, But It
comfort Is by going on a tramp with
Has Limitations.
the wrong kind of shoes.
The girl who has played tennis and
found the soft, rubber-sole- d
shoes comThe Soyer method of paper bag
fortable will think that they will sure- cookery Is never better than when apA great
ly help her to enjoy a tramp ; but they plied to fresh vegetables.
are the last thing to wear for a long many vegetables are better when
walk, as these girls have found to baked In the oven than when cooked
their cost. They come home with In water on the top of the stove, betheir feet aching and the calves of cause the Juices are better preserved.
their legs tired out from the lack of But the one great objection to baking
the spring that is given by heels a vegetable has been the fact that It
Walking with a flat, heelless shoe on a Is likely to grow dry with cooking
rough road Is extremely trying, and and acquire a hard crust over the surone can feel every stone through the face. When inclosed in a paper bag
soft rubber soles; and these tired feet the moisture arising from it as It
and legs will feel even worse the next cooks forms an envelope of steam
around It and keeps it from drying.
day.
Quite as bad as the tennis shoes are The steam cannot escape while inthe low shoes with thin soles and high closed In the bag.
heels. These tire the feet and may
Beets are delicious, cooked In this
sprain the ankles. The only shoes that way, if the oven is hot and they are
are really satisfactory for "roughing' allowed plenty of time to bake. None
it" are strong high shoes with thick of their juices and flavor is lost as
soles. The strongest ankles need sup- In boiling, but when done they are
port In rough walking, and it Is often perfectly tender and thetr skins can
wet in the woods. The girl who has be as easily slipped off as when they
once tried the two ways of tramping have been boiled.
Very young carwill never again be persuaded to wear rots have a most delicious flavor
low or thin shoes.
when baked in one of these cooking
bags, a flavor that is quite foreign
BUTTER STIRRER to the when the are boiled In
AN APPLE
water. Tomatoes cooked In paper bags
are also delicious. They taste much
Handy Implement That Makes Labor like the boiled ones, but are better,
Easy and Will Please
and retain their shape perfectly. If
the Cook.
sealed np tight and placed on a grid
shelf none of their juices will escape
butter
an
The cut represents
apple
the bag.
I
stirrer which is hard to beat, think. from
New potatoes baked In bags are
shaft about
It is made of a wooden
hard crust, the skin
two inches thick and about three without a dry,
so tender it can be pulled off
being
with
kettle
than
the
inches higher
people will
a crank about one foot long turned by with the hand, but many In
the old
prefer to bake potatoes
way; as when cooked In the steam
like
filled bag they are too much
boiled potatoes. They lack something
of the nutty flavor of the ordinary

Pala Family of the Mission Indiana
Homes Helen
Provided With
Hunt Jackson's Romance Revealed Wrongdoing.

tl

LONG

Foolish Things Some Girl Do to
terfere With Enjoyment
of Outing.

OVERNMENT CARES FOR REMNANT OF "RAMONA'8" PEOPLE.

C

TAKING

WEDNESDAY,

about fifteen or twenty minutes to

cook a steak in a paper bag.
The delights of paper bag cooking
are many. To the weary housekeeper the best of all is the fact that it
alleviates to some extent the burden

completely, as writers In search of
a sensation would have one believe.
The originator of the Idea does not
assure the housewife of any such
good luck. Soups, omelettes and similar egg dishes, the homely cabbage,
with some of its relatives; jams, except in limited quantities, and all
pasties, such as macaroni, are baked
by M. Soyer from this novel method
of cookerv.

Dessert.
Four whites of eggs, sixteen prunes,
four tablespoonfuls of sugar, vanilla,
pinch of salt. Stew prunes without
sugar until tender, drain and cut In
small pieces; beat the eggs to a stiff
froth, with a pinch of salt added, fold
In the prunes, pour the mixture Into
a buttered baking dish, and place In
a moderate oven for ten minutes;
then remove the covering to allow the
pudding to brown slightly. Serve cold
in glass cups with whipped cream; if
chocolate flavoring Is desired, one
of grated chocolate may

SOME E8SENTIAL3 WHICH ALL
WOMEN 8H0ULD KNOW.

THE LOBBY
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comA. M. Regular
munication first and
third Thursday In each
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William
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Sporleder,
Five cants per line each Insertion
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stlmate six ordinary words to a
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
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wo lines. All advertisements eharg-- d
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
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For a dinner, a formal luncheon,
breakfast or supper It is not safe nor
in good taste to Issue the engraved or
written Invitations less than five days
ahead of time An invitation posted
a day or two before the feast too
clearly Indicates that its recipient is
but an afterthought or that he or she
is asked to fill the seat of some guest
who has dropped out at the last moment.
A prompt and decisive reply to an
Invitation, written within twenty-fou- r
hours of Its receipt. Is tSf rule foland considerate
lowed by well-brepersons. Remember it is not the correct thing to answer invitations to formal affairs in a doubtful or hesitating
,
manner.
Invitations for wedding ceremonies
at church and teas require no acknowledgment; the presence of the person
Invited serves as an acceptance. If
unable to attend an afternoon tea to
which one has been Invited, cards are
Bent inclosed In envelopes on the day
of the tea, If possible while It Is in
progress.
Formal calls are paid between 3 ana
half past 6 o'clock In the afternoon. WANTED A girl for dining room
No one not privileged, on pressing
403 Railroad avenue.
tf
business or extremely intimate would
think of invading a household before WANTED 50 good pullets five or six
3 o'clock.
months old. H. A. Harvey.
If a woman has a reception day, her
friends should try to call at that time.
She need not receive chance callers on WANTED A good cook. Wages from
$40 to $60 per month. Give refer
any other day.
ences and previous experience. Ad
It is a good rule to stay only lb minutes at a formal, at any rate, a first
dress V., Las Vegas Optic.
call, unless, of course, urged to stay
longer for some special reason.
Tea Is generally served In well regu- HIGHER CLASS or better paying employment than that of representing
lated houses to those calling between
a leading nursery company is not
the hours of 4 and 6 o'clock, but,
to be had. If you are ambitious to
earlier or later, it is considerate for
the visitor to decline having it made
better your condition, the opporexpressly if it is offered.
tunity lies before you In entering
Brides and strangers newly arrived
our employ. Salem Nursery Com'
in a neighborhood never make, but
pany, Salem, Oregon.
wait to receive first calls. Men and
women of note, brides, clergymen, elderly persons, strangers, and those In
delicate health are entitled to first
FOR SALE All kinds of pigs. J. M.
calls.
First callB should promptly be reAckerman, 124 Commerce street
turned. It is discourteous not to return a first call, unless the person FOR SALE At Schaefer's,
Red
making It be an objectionable person
Blood Albumen to make j our hens
to know.
lay.
In Introducing the simplest method
1b the best.
"Mrs. Smith, may I present Mr. Jones?" is a form properly FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1
used on almost any occasion In Intro
C. E.
stock.
duclng men and women, the woman's
Hartley, Springer
name Is always spoken first and the
N. M.
man presented to the woman.
It is not necessary to introduce two
persons at a casual meeting, as in a
public conveyance, unless there is some
special reason for doing so, like long FOR RENT Five room house partly
desire on the part of both to meet, or
furnished if desired.
Apply 920
something of that kind.
Gallinas.
at
in
even
introduce
Never
church,
the door, or on the steps. It is not correct. Do not introduce on doorsteps if FOR RENT 5 room furnished flat
you happen to find somebody waiting
with modern conveniences.
51
there that you know and that the perNinth street
son with you does not.
At a dance, always ask a young girl
If you may present a man before you FOR RENT 4 room
cottage partly
venture to do it
furnished. Rent cheap. Call 417
Eighth street
d
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Lemon Drop Cakes.
One cup sugar, two ounces butter,
three eggs, three cups flour, one
pound currants or raisins, half

Loot

salt, two teaspoonfuls baking LOST
Fur neckpiece at opera house
powder, one cupful milk. Flavor with
Saturday night. Return to Optic.
lemon extract. Cream sugar and butter, then add the eggs, well beaten;
then add the milk and flavoring. Have LOST Emblem off watch fob, initials
W. B. Return to Store That's Al
ready the flour, raisins and baking
powder, also salt, which should be
ways Busy and receive $1 reward.
thoroughly mixed together; then add
this to the butter, sugar, etc., and stir
slowly until you have it all thoroughly mixed.
Drop a teaspoonful at a
time on a well greased dripping pan RED BLOOD Albumen makes your
and bake in a quick oven until a nice
hens lay. Schaefer's.
brown, five to ten minutes.

Miscellaneous

Peanut Candy.
Prepare the peanuts by shelling a
s
cupful and removing all the brown
tablespoon butter, two tablespoons skins Put one cup of white sugar
milk, cook until waxy looking; then Into a hot iron frying pan, the bottom
take yolks of two eggs, one heaping of which has been moistened with
f
tablespoon flour, one and
cups water, and stir until the sugar Is dismilk; mix all together, smooth, add solved to keep from scorching. Add
to the above ingredients, cook until the peanuts and turn at once onto a
thick; add vanila; have a baked crust; buttered tin. Before entirely cool cut
use the whites beaten stiff for top; the candy Into squares.
return to the oven for a minute or two.
Eggless Fruit Cake.
Economy Jelly.
Two cupfuls sugar, two cupfula butPrepare fruit in the ordinary way, termilk, one pound seedless raisins
put through the jelly bag; put juice chopped fine, four cupfuls flour, one-haon and boll without adding sugar; can
cupful butter, one tablespoonful
as you would any fruit, having Jars soda dissolved In a little hot water;
or bottles hot; any time during the
spices to taste; a cupful of rich prewinter when sugar is cheaper open serves of pears or strawberry jam
Jars and make your Jelly In from eight adds to the good fruit taste ao well
to fifteen minutes.
liked by many. Bake in a slow oven.
Brown Sugar Pie.
cup brown sugar, one

one-hal-

lf

Bran for Matting,
instead of Bait water some housewives use bran for cleaning matting.
A bag of cheesecloth
Is filled
with
bran; this Is moistened from time to
time, and the matting scrubbed with
it After the bran wash the matting
Is wiped off with a fresh cloth dipped
In salt water.

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of eaca
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
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How Invitations Should Bo Issued and
What Etiquette Requires of the
Recipient Courtesy of Calls
and Introductions.

CAFE

AND

RESTAURANT

The Best Cookies.
cup butter, one cup sugar,
two eggs well beaten, four tablespoons sour milk, half teaspoon soda,
half teaspoon mace, two and a half
cups flour. Do not roll. Drop in pan,
one spoonful for each cookie.

A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Seems heavier when he ha a weak
back and kidney trouble. Fred Dueh
ren. Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas
says: "1 have been bothered with kid
uey and bladder trouble and had a
severe pan across my back. When
ever 1 carried a heavy load of mail
my kidney trouble increased. Some
time ago, I started taking Foley Kld-ue- y
Pills and since taking them 1 have
gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
trouble and am as sound now as
ever." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

Drug Co.

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
may be taken with perfect safety by
the most delicate woman or the
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.

There Is little danger from a cold
or from an attack of the grip except
when followed by pneumonia, and this
never happens when Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy Is used. This remedy
has won Its great reputation and extensive sale by ItB remarkable cures
of colds and grip and can be relied
upon wth Implicit confidence.
For
Vegetable Salad.
Rub the salad bowl with garlic and sale by all druggists.
To Remove Scoron.
line wltn watercress. Take fine strips
For pains in the side or chest
Wet starch to form a paste, cover of vegetables of various cdlors, cooked
a piece of flannel with Chamthe scorched place and put in the and cold, with peas and string beans, dampen
berlain's Liniment and bind it on over
It
sun to dry;
badly scorched, repeat carrots, beets and tomatoes. Pour the seat of pain. There is
nothing
-and It will soon disappear.
vr It a French dressing.
better. For sale by all druglsts.
One-ha- lf

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phona
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Minerva A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
DORADO

EL

KNIGHT8

tjrJHBNK

LODGE
OF

NO.

ATTORN E YS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

A HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
1,

PYTHIAS
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
Chas. E. LlebBch- -

MASSAGE
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Masseuse and Midwife.

Pififlnler. Chancellor

6291
Commander. Harry Phone, purple
918 Lincoln.
Residenc
Martin, Keeper of
Manicuring and Chlropdy.
Records and Seal.

BROTHERHOOD,

LOCAL TIME CAtfD

NO.

Meets every Monday night at
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock Visiting members are cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi
dent; Mm Emma D. Burks, Secre
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
102

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart

No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

9:10
11:05
1:15
1:45

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David

Flint, chief of records and collector
wampum.
Visiting brother
welcome.

of

I. O. O.

9:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. m.
p. m.

a. m.
p. m.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.
6:10 a. m.
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m

No. 1
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 3
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
No. 7
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
No. 9
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited
Charles Greenclay, Sec
President;

retary.

p. m
p m
a. m
p. m

1:45 p. m.
6:15 p. m.
4:60 p. m
7:00 p. m.

J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St., Ft
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
many kinds of kidney medicine, but
did not get better until he took Foley
Kidney Pills. No matter how long
you have had kidney trouble, you will
find quick and permanent benefit by
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
taking them now.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

COUGHING

AT NIGHT

Means loss of sleep which is bad for
1.
Meets every Monday evening at everyone.
Foley's Honey and Tar
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- Compound stops the cough at once,
relieves the tickling and dryness In
ing brethren cordially invited to
the throat and heals the inflamed memCarl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- brane. Prevents a cold developing Ingers, V. G. ; T. M. El wood Secretary to bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep alW. E. Crltea, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cock- , ways In the house. Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
cemetery trustee.
Drug Co.
,

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN

227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among all
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. inj this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

SEVEN

If You See It in the

OPTIC It's So

Everybody Should

Best Advertising

fie-diu-

m

in Northern
New Mexico

Subscribe
For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF
The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

INTEREST?

Then Call Up Hain

2

The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

I
MISS M'MAHON IS
AN EXCELLENT

ORATOR
LAS VEGAS GIRL MAKES
SPLENDID ADDRESS AT ORATORICAL CONTEST.

FORMER

jump from little stations to hustling
towns. What does all this rapid
growth mean? Our first thought Is
that it means wealth and prosperity.
Think again does it mean anything
Does it mean that the hismore?
toric buildings, the remains of the
ancient adobe towns are to be destroyed to give way to railroads and
factories?
Thinking men and women
are everywhere warning us that we
are placing money above everything
else in the world. Is it not this very
spirit of money worship which we
have to fight against, if here In New
our hisMexico we would preserve
toric mounments?
What is it ithat gives the finer
spirit to the people? It is the appreciation of the artistic side of life.
When we visit Europe, It is not the
factory towns that fascinate us. It is
rather Westminster Abbey, whose
walls and tombs and relics of the
past recall that glorious history of
race, of the Fort
the Anglo-Saxoress of Granada, where the Moorish
Castles make us live again the days
of Old Castile. Turn to America
what Interest would Boston have for
us today, but for the ancient buildings
many of them almost in ruins which
cluster about the city? We look at
the shattered old North Church and
we follow once again that midnight
ride of Paul Revere. It Is the his
torical places In any land that arouse
In men patriotism and art. What
would the literature of today be with
out that inspiration which comes to
the author through an historical
scene? The Field of Waterloo, the
Roman Arena, and Gettysburg how
many times have scenes like these
become the source of a mighty liter-

eloquent plea for the preservattreasures of New
Mexico, made the address of Miss Mildred McMahon, of the Clovis High
ichool particularly interesting to those
who attended the seventh annual New
Mexico Interscolastic Oratorical contest Saturday night.
Miss McMahon
was one of the youngest of the orators
and she deserves much credit for se-- i
lecting a theme dear to the lovers of
the Sunshine State.
Miss McMahon
her parents in
with
resided
formerly
Las Vegas. The oration follows:
"Historical New Mexico."
for the
In this day of enthusiasm
of
the
when
song
great Southwest,
the booster fills the air, we thrill with
pride as we pause to think that the
heart of this great Southwest is in
New Mexico. Tet in the very midst
of our
brighest hopes for our promicomes a danger.
sing state there
This dancer I would plead against
U one that will affect the life of our
nation for many generations yet unborn. The danger, fellow citizens of
New Mexico, is this, let us take heed
that in our zeal for irrigation, for
the construction of railroads, and for
ature?
other enterprises that will open up
Today New Mexico is filled with
I the resources of our state we do not
of an ancient civilization.
monuments
mon'halter and destroy her historic
Dart played in the early days by
The
uments.
this enchanted land is borne upon us
Me believe that the forward march
wherever we may go.
of New Mexico for the past two dec- In our historical capital of Santa
ades has been ample proof of her
founded in 1605, a time which
Fe,
list claim to statehood. Irrigation
into the past than
has been fast transforming her des-- ! dates farther back
colonies of Plymmemorable
those
are
rt into a fertile garden. . Mines
and Jamestown, the number of
yielding rich minerals,
dry fanning outh relics of historic interest almost
old
ii fast becoming a paying industry,
we live again in
Into the make us believe that
aomeseekers are crowdings
old
the
of
Spanish Dons.
the
days
and
farm sections, towns like CIovls
old Palace
famous
the
located
Tncnmcarl spring up In the night and Here is
An

ion o the historical

n

I

.

the only building in all America
known by this title. This building
was for several centuries the official
abode of the Spanish rulers, and of
the governors of the territory. Ever
since the time when New Mexico began to be ruled by American occupation, it has been the home of the
governors. Here also is located the
oldest church in America. It was
built in tlie fifteenth century, and its
ruins show that it was once a very
skillful piece of architecture. There
is also situated in this city the oldest European house in the United
States.
When the city was first
founded it was, and has been for many
following years, a large two story
mud building. Of late years it has
partly gone! to ruin, and now stands
as only a one story, low, fiat, house,
and is occupied by a private family.
Nearby Is a hotel dating back to the
same period.
Another well worth
mentioning structure is the monument, the only one of its kind in the
United States which bears the word
"Rebel," erected to the memory of
and Federal soldiers who fell in the
civil war.
Naturally, since New Mexico has
been made a state, her capital will
progress with her and Santa Fe will
become,
perhaps, one of the most
prominent cities in the Southwest.
Already she has a great headway toward agricultural development. Mines
which will In time send out minerals
or stones to all parts of the country
surround her borders, while, vast
areas of land give promise that some
day there will be built large department stores, magnificent cathedrals
and beautiful residences.
While our state propers, while
Santa Fe advances, and while the architectural work, which I have just
mentioned, is being completed, then,
what will become of all these historic monuments? Will they be torn
down? Will fine buildings be con-- J
structed on the grounds where they
once stood so proud and yet so
quaint? No this must not be. Would
we think of tearing down an old flag
that had waved over our land for per-- j
haps a century? Would we think
of destroying this old flag because
we had one prettier and brighter
shades of red, white and blue? or

shall we tear down that old Palace
that Palace which has stood under
Spanish, Mexican and American flags,
that Palace within whose walls dwelt
the rulers of the territory those
rulers who were considered by the
poor, wretched Mexicans, even higher
than kings upon their thrones or
shall we destroy that old church In
which the same destitute race said
their prayers of worship also that
old hotel which used to be one of
Santa Fe's most prominent business
places, and which is now fast going
to ruin; and again, that historic monument of the United States, or any of
those old relics, wtih together, instead of detracting from thet appearance of the town make it more fascinating, and give It that charm which
people travel miles to feel?
Not only ganta Fe, but all New
Mexico abound in points of historic
She has, in almost every
interest.
city, at least one monument. At
Taos are situated the old home of
Kit Carson and also his grave. Here,
moreover, is an old church similar
to many another in the Southwest.
The old town of Albuquerque almost
outrivals Santa Fe in its extreme
age. Its quaint court yards and narrow streets,' its old church of San
Felipe bring more tourists to the city
than any other feature. The library
alone of this old church might well
become the foundation of a state historical society for the weather beaten
volumes were brought from Spain in
the days of Cortez.
Near Rowe is
located the old Pecos church surrounded by the remains of an old communal dwelling known as the Pueblo of
In the early centuries the
Clcuye.
Spaniards founded this pueblo in
which dwelt nearly twenty thousand
This relic is all the more
people.
famous on account of the camp of the
Confederate forces under Colonel
Scurry having been stationed there
during the civil war.
Not only Is New Mexico rich in toe
remains of the clvllzation of Spain,
but the village of Pueblo Indians, so
closely associated with the early history of the state forms another distinct variety of historical relic.
Primitive as this village seems, It is
a remnant of
days, and from
the rude hut of the Pueblo Indian
by-go-

there is a possibility of developing a
classic architecture as beautiful and
district as arose from the Old Mission
of Southern California.
People of New Mexico build your
railroads, irrigate your lands, open
up all the vast resources of our state,
but in the "whirlwind and the fire" of
the onward rush of progress, pause
and listen to the still, small voice
the voice which warns you not to
trample out the finer spirit of our
National life. Even the short space
of time In which the Southwest has
become known to the world as something more than a sweep of barren
mesa, the early history of the land
has cast its spell upon all those who
have visited its historic places. The
Missions of Southern California, the
Indian forts, the Old Spanish Castle
will live In many a noble piece of
literature. Years will come and years
will go, before a more resourceful
country will be found than the Southwest. May we live to see the day,
all of us, when this state, the land of
promise, shall have become rich and
powerful but when that day comes,
may we also see growing more and
more in the hearts of the rising generations, the finer spirit of patriotism
which shall forever preserve in New
Mexico all the historical monuments
of her past.
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
the answer to

every Bakirxf Problem.

It's

Firer-Whit- er

More Urxiforrtv
ard
LARABEES
Made

Famous

by

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Co.

Gross Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

National
Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs

When asked his opinion of the
Giants' defeat by the Athletics, Christy Mathewsot said, "Great pitchers
and seven men in the regular line up
who can hit over .300 is a combination that cannot be beaten.

All

Styles.
ALTMORE

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Front2I4In

Back IK In.

Sizes

Front

Distributors

to I8)4lii
IX In.

Back IAIn.

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PER80NS

QUICK

-

RETAIL PRICES

SAFE - RELIABLE

NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected my go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drus Co.

be. or Mors, Each Dsllvory
to t00 lbs. Each Dsllvory
to 1,008 Ibo., Eaoh Dsllvory
to 200 Ibo Each Dsllvory
Laos Than 60 Ibo Each Dollvory

2MO

I

1,000 lbs.
2M Ibo.
60 Ibo.

par 10 Ibo
too por 1M lbs
Mo por 100 lbs.
40c por 100 lbs.
SOo por 100 lbs.
tOo

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC,
--

I

OUR. NEW

New Grape Fruit

ALSO ARRIVED TODAY
APPLES

APPLES

FANCY JONATHAN

FANCY PEAWAUKE APPLES

and a select line of
APPLES

NATIVE COOKING

and
FRESH HOME MADE SAUER KRAUT

at

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

To The

An Announcement

Ladies of Las Vegas
The Ladies Guild of the Episcopal Church wish to

LOCAL NEWS

to be held

at the Coors Building
This contest is open to all the ladies of the city and
will be governed by the following conditions: The entries
must all be made from Our Pride Flour, sold at the Las
Vegas Roller Mills at $1.40 per 50 pound sack; and

CHAS.

TAMME,

Secretary Board of Education.

,

Dr. W. H. Houf wishes to announce
office at 506

that he has opened an

111

t

Grand avenue for the practice of
medicine in all of Its branches. Especial attention is given to the eye,
onr ' nncp unrt"t throat
flMnr
r r and tha
v uvvu
--

rr

of glasses. Cfflce phone Main 46,
Office hours
residence, Vegas 342.
9 to 12 m., 2 to 4 p. m. and by apCalls answered day or
pointment.
12-9- t.

night

Our Pride Flour
Value More
Than a Dollar
$1.00

Bran

Shorts
and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

i

JUST RECEIVED AT
The Qraaf & Hayward Co.
a nice assortment

6

Store

of cheese, viz:

Ladies be Careful Do
not destroy the little book
of chocolate, cocoa and
candy recipes, that will
come to you by mail, from
the chocolate people with
our compliments.
Also the Swans Down
Cake and Muffin Flour
people will mail to each of
our lady customers a copy
of "Cake Secrets." This
ready information on cake
baking could not be secured at any book store at a
cost of less than one dollar
Consequently you can see
the value of this book.

Stearns

Hm

PURE THINGS TO EAT

BIDS FOR SUPPLIES FOR NEW
MEXICO PENITENTIARY
Bids for supplies for the New

Money Saved

For You
Your washwoman costs you

GREENBERGER'S

The American Israelite, a Jewish
paper published in Cincinnati, O.,
considerable space to an article descriptive of the efficient services of Ludwig William Ilfeld, who
has been acting as rabbi for Congregation Montefiore during the absence
of a Tegular pastor. Mr. Ilfeld stu
died for the mlsfry and is qualified
to conduct the duties of that holy
office.
He has preached some sermons that the people of the congregation pronounced excellent.
On Friday evening the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company will meet
in its quarters on Bridge street for
the purpose of electing officers tor
the coming year and the transaction
of such other business as may be
After the business sesnecessary.
sion the firemen will sit down to a
turkey dinner. There will be speech
making and lots of fun. The firemen
are looking forward with pleased anticipation to the occasion.

fl,

CORN
BRAN
CHOP
and all kinos of Grain,
Hay and Alfalfa

her dinner, your soap, starch,

Regensberg Bros.

blueing, coal costs 75c more,
this is

$1.75

the work better tor
Here

are

We do

a week.

some

Phone Olive S511

Sheets, 4c; pillow
prices:
cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask

JUST RECEIVED

507 Sixth Street

Just now we have a full and
complete line headed
the celebrated make

by
of
&

SCHAFFNER

HART,
MARX.

These coats have a Tone,
Snap and an Individuality
found in no other make.
Copyright Hart ScharTaer & Marx

Over"

We

"Come in and Look Them

are always pleased to show you.

M.

GREENBERGER

MR.. MERCHANT
let us install an

5

Elec-

tric Sign in front

of

your place of business
We furnish the sign
on a flat rate. Ask
those who have them;
they will tell you it

t

pays

LAS VEGAS LIGHT

.

POWER. CO.

must

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling
B'arms

include a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

NOTICE

TO

TAX

PAYERS

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become delinquent on
December 1st, 1911, and if not paid
before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
of five per cent will be imposed.
The second half of taxes of A. D.
1911, will become delinquent on .Tune
1st, 1912 and if not paid before July
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
will be imposed on all taxes of that
year that may be delinquent on July

ETJGENIO

Treasurer
County,

the driver.

a

J. C. Johnsen & Son
sell and recommend it

ROMERO,

and Collector, San Miguel
N. M.

A new shipment of

CHEER UP the furniture by dusting
with Liquid Veneer. Its gloominess
will vanish; spots, stains and scratches
will disaooear. and everything will look
like new and Will stag so.

it

Nov. 15 to 30 inc.

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Nov. . 22. Cattle, receipts
Market steady to shad low
20,000.
er. Beeves $4.509.O0; Texas steers
$4. 00 5. 70; western steers $4.40
7.30; stockers and feeders $2.90
5.65; cowsi and heifers $1.80
--

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

Pickled Eels

40c

Camembert Cheese

50c

Vezet Cheese

50c

Kippered Herring

25c

Boned

Herring, in

.Beech-Nu-

t

'.

.

.

20c

Order your good things for
THANKSGIVING

RED, WHITE

EA11LY,

pecially your TURRET.

and PINK

PERRY ONION &

BOUCHER
SONHE

es-

5.80; calves $5.508.25.
Market
Hogs,
(receipts 35,000).
strong to easy. Lights $5.756.35;
mixed $6.006.50; heavy $8.00
6.50; rough ?6.006.20; good to
choice heavy $6.206.50;
pigs
$4.255.40; bulk of sales $6.20
6.45.

Sheep, receipts 33,000. Market slow.
Native 2.253.70; western $2.40
3.70; yearlings $3.654.50; lambs,
native $3.505.50; western $3.
5.50.

See Samples at our Store

fresh lot of Dried Fruits, Buckwheat Flour

f

Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., Novem
ber 14, 1911.

25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $125 each

PINEAPPLE

it

until the stock is broken.

law.

DO IT NOW.

ROQUEFORT

buying that new overcoat

Immediately after taxes become
delinquent, penalties will be imposed
and publication as delinquent made
and consequent sale, as required by

of our low

BRICK

Are Ready Now

Don't Delay

1, 1912.

lesB money.

EDAM

and Cider

SOON

penitentiary for six months end
ing May 31, 1912, will be opened and
awarded by the Board of Commis
sioners on Friday, December 8th,
J911; all samples must be delivered.
to the superintendent's
hot
office,
later than 9 a. m. Friday, De
cember 8th, 1911. Specifications and
What's In a name? Well, there's
proposal blanks will be furnished on the property many a man turns over
application to the superintendent at to his wife.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. .
CLEOFES ROMERO,
Superintendent.

CYCLAMEN

LIMBERGER

hi

OVERCOATS
at

Bismark Herring, in glass. 40c

IMPORTED SWEITZER

also a

-

IS COMING

glass

NEUFCHATEL,
FROM AGE DE BRIE
FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT
MILWAUKEE

A CLEVER COMEDY

I

Chop

t

Plans are being consummated for a
social event to take place in the Y.
M. C. A. parlors, Saturday evening,
November 25 to which the whole
community will be invited. A superior literary and musical program has
been arranged andi a pleasant evening
is assured to all who attend. Chief
among the attractions for the evening is the New Mexico Normal University orchestra which will render a
number of selections. The best tal
ent of the city has been secured for
the program, a fufll account of which
will be given in tomorrow's paper.

12.

i
i
i
n ii
i.i
,i
judged by a committee ot three, selected qy ine uuua.
The prizes are $5.00 in gold, first prize, and 50
pounds Our Pride Flour, second prize for the best cake,
and $5.00 gold, first, and 50 pounds Our Pride Flour,
second, for best loaf of bread.

Las Vegas

.

1911

New York.

SHOOL POLL TAX MUST BE PAID
All healthy male persons over 21
yeans are subject to a school poll 'tax
of $1.00. The tax for 1911 is past
due now, and must be paid before
Jannuary 1, 1912. I can be found at
my office in the morning from 9 to

December 5, 1911

i

22,

-

The young people of the West Bide
have arranged to give a dance Friday
evening in Mackel's hall.

FIRES RESULT
From dry leaves and weeds!
Have them raked up and carted
away;
Urge your neighbors to do likewise.
Get your fire insurance from
CUTLER BROTHERS
614 Lincoln
Tel. Main 124,

Sale and Prize Bread and Cake
Baking Contest

.

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

""'

SERIOUS

announce their regular yearly

w'

'"'

Always

IN

BELLFLOWER

-

Bacharaoh Rrorhem shipped tlx
car loads of sreep froij thfj nock
Nolette's
at
tbe
best
get
yards this morning to :iretta. Kan.,
barber shop
where they will be fed during the
Nice pigs roasted for Thanksgiving. winter..
J. M. Ackerman.
Paster Bundy of San Francisco,
SALESMAN"
will speak in the T. M. C. A. gym- "THE TRAVELING
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
WILL APPEAR AT DUNCAN
December 3, on the
nasium,
Sunday,
at the Opera Bar.
ON DECEMBER 5
subject "Is God or Satan Winning?"
All men are invited to this meeting.
R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent
An announcement that will be of
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In
The IMP theater offers an entire interest to the ladies of Las Vegas
surance company.
change of pictures tonight, among Is made in connection with the comthem being "The Tables Turned,' ing engagement of James Forbes'
Buy your Christmas presents at the "The Mummy" and the
Salesman
grand special comedy "The Traveling
fancy work booth at the Ladles' Guild feature, "The Ghost of the Vaults."
will be presented at the Duncan
that
5th.
Fair, December
house on Tuesday, December
The building committee of the Elks' opera
5,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged lodge No. 408, met last nigiht with the
The second act scene represents
in the wood. Direct from distillery architect, E. W. Hart, at the office of
samile room in a hotel, and as
the
course.
to you. At the Lobby, of
George Hunker on the Plaza, to select Bob Blake is
supposed to be a cloak
the style of hardware to be used in
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First the new club house under construc- and suit drummer, the managers of
Christian church will meet tomorrow tion on the corner of Ninth and Doug- the company, in view of the fact that
afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. Quiggin, las avenues. The trim will be of the ladies are always interested in
of gowns, have taken
P06 Third street
special emblematic design suitable to the latest styleB
the
of
opportunity to' disadvantage
the design of the building.
A beautiful handpainted
calendar
play the latest creations of the dressart for the2delectation of the
will be given with every Job of cleaniThe Boy Scouts of America will go maker's
feminine
ng: and pressing, amounting to $1.5C on a
contingent of theatre-goers- .
the Y. M. C.
hiking
trip
leaving
tf A.
or over. Parisian Dry Cleaners.
One gown displayed never fails to
building at 4; 30 o'clock Friday af- evoke exclamations of admiration
ternoon and returning about noon on
ladies who see it. The vocSpecial sale on men's hose,, ex- The scouts will pitch from the
double sole and toe, three pairs fo" Saturday.
a layman to describe this
of
abulary
for the night in the neighbor
!.'. cents;
6 pairs to each customer. camp
Is inadequate, but
creation
hood of Hot Springs. The boys will exquisite
Also special prices on silk and lisle,
is a safe assertion to make that
it
take their supper and breakfast
at Taichert's, Douglas avenue.
not one woman In a thousand would
along and plenty of blankets in
fall to see all the beauty In lines and
The marriage of Miss Amelia Baca, which to keep warm during the night. texture. This gown is a dressmak
daughter of Francisco Baca of the The Foxes and Wolves will go by er's sample, seized by the United
West side, to Lamberto Ortiz, a prom separate routes, one under the leader- States customs inspectors as it was
inent merchant of Ribera, will occur ship of Assistant Secretary Young,
into this country, and
of being smuggled
Monday, November 27, at the home of the other under the leadership
was purchased at the appraiser's sale
General Secretary Marwlck.
the bride.
of smuggled goods held recently in

Ncvel Orarges
AR.E
FANCY

'"

""

4b?

(The Coffee Man.)

Some men seem to think they are
doing their country a favor by living In it.

mm

is good for everything, and everything
is better for Liquid Veneer. Absolutely
unequaled for use on everything in the
home from the piano to the kitchen
chandelier. No special directions. Simply moisten a cheesecloth duster, and
dust that's all.
On 50c Bottls Will Do $50 Worth if Good
FOR SALE BT
J- -

C. JOHNSEN

&'S0N

That tired feeling and the fishing
fever are also hereditary.

